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The explosive second novel in David's brand new

series featuring FBI agent Atlee Pine

• Atlee Pine has spent most of her life trying to find out what 

happened when her twin sister was kidnapped. When she’s 

given a leave of absence she uses it to go back to where it 

all began

• 130 million copies sold to date worldwide

• Number 1 international bestseller in all formats

• ‘David Baldacci is one of the all-time best thriller

authors.’ Lisa Gardner

A Minute to Midnight
9781509874484

B-Format Paperback

July 2020

£8.99

Untitled Baldacci 26
9781509874583

Trade Paperback

November 2020

£14.99





9781529027518

A Format Paperback

January 2020

£6.99

Archie arrives in Oklahoma, on parole from 

time in prison for a crime he didn’t commit, 

looking for a fresh start but this town seems to 

have some deeply buried secrets

• An American noir set in post-WWII 

Oklahoma

• A gripping page-turner for those who love 

mystery and crime, for fans of Raymond 

Chandler and Agatha Christie

• 130 million copies to date worldwide

• Number 1 international bestseller in all 

formats

One Good Deed



9781509874514

Hardback

April 2020

£18.99

A gripping thriller featuring Amos Decker, FBI Consultant, 

by internationally bestselling author David Baldacci

• The gripping sixth novel in the Amos Decker series

• Baldacci’s novels have been translated into forty-five 

languages and have been adapted for feature film and TV

• Number 1 international bestseller in all formats

• ‘It’s big, bold and almost impossible to put down . . . Decker 

is one of the most unusual detectives any novelist has 

dreamed up.’ The Washington Post

9781509874521

Trade Paperback

April 2020

£13.99

9781509874545

B-Format Paperback

November 2020

£8.99



Reissue

9781529019186
April 2020
£8.99 

9781529019179
April 2020
£8.99 

9781529019209

July 2020

£8.99

9781529019193 
July 2020  
£8.99

9781529019216
November 2020

£8.99

9781529019223

November 2020
£8.99
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9781529004335

A-format Paperback 
October 2020

£6.99

Find Them Dead
Peter James

The sixteenth Detective Superintendent 

Roy Grace novel from the highly 

acclaimed number one bestselling author, 

Peter James

• A Brighton gangster is on trial for 

conspiracy to murder, following the 

death of a rival crime family boss and 

Roy Grace unearths a powerful 

criminal network

• 20 million books sold worldwide

• Crime Writers’ Association Diamond 

Dagger Winner 2016

• The follow up to The House on Cold Hill 

which was a top-ten bestseller in 

hardback and paperback

Macmillan MacmillanMacmillan



9781509816255

B-format Paperback 
June 2020

£8.99

The Secret of Cold Hill
Peter James

A spine-tingling ghost story by number one 

bestselling author Peter James

• Nobody reaches their 40th birthday 

who moves into the new Cold Hill 

housing estate as the unearthly 

residents make themselves known

• The Secret of Cold Hill is a chilling and 

suspenseful ghost story from the multi-

million copy bestselling author

• The follow up to The House on Cold Hill 

which was a top-ten bestseller in 

hardback and paperback

Macmillan MacmillanMacmillan



Reissue



v

The love story of a family and a special dress, 

spanning three generations during times of 

extreme social and political change, by the

world’s favourite storyteller, Danielle Steel

• This is a major Danielle Steel highlight title for 2020 

• There will be book proofs and publication will be supported

by a significant marketing/promotional campaign

• Danielle Steel has been hailed as one of the world’s most

popular authors, with nearly a billion copies of her novels sold

9781509878079

Trade Paperback

April 2020

£14.99

9781509878086

B-Format Paperback

January 2021

£7.99



9781509877805

A-format paperback

January 2020
£6.99

Blessing in Disguise

9781509877850 

A-format paperback

April 2020
£6.99

The Dark Side

9781509877966

June 2020
£6.99

Lost and Found

A-format paperback
9781509878024

August 2020
£6.99

Child’s Play

A-format paperback



9781509877904

October 2020
£6.99

Spy

A-format paperback
9781509878352

December 2020
£6.99

The Numbers Game

A-format paperback

9781509878154 

January 2021
£6.99

Moral Compass

A-format paperback
9781509878208 

January 2021
£6.99

Royal

A-format paperback



9781529033205

A-format paperback

March 2020

£6.99

Nothing Ventured
Jeffrey Archer

This is not a detective story,

this is a story about the making of a detective . . .

• A new series about the life of William 

Warwick, a family man and detective who 

must battle against a powerful crime nemesis 

• William Warwick is a self-made detective, the 

series will see him move through the ranks of 

London’s Metropolitan Police over the course 

of eight novels

• From the number one bestselling author of

The Clifton Chronicles

• Heads You Win was a hardback Sunday 

Times Top Ten Bestseller for ten weeks, 

reaching number 2

Macmillan MacmillanMacmillan



Reissue

9781509847563 9781509847570 9781509847532

9781509847525 9781509847556 9781509847549 9781509847587

£8.99
July 2019 
B-Format Paperback



9781509840151

B-format Paperback 

July 2020

£8.99

The Sun Sister
Lucinda Riley 

The sixth epic instalment in the internationally 

bestselling Seven Sisters series 

• Moving from Manhattan to the wide-open 

plains of Africa, The Sun Sister follows 

supermodel, Electra

• Lucinda Riley’s books have been translated 

into over thirty languages and sold over ten 

million copies worldwide 

• TV rights to The Seven Sisters series have been 

optioned by a Hollywood production company 

• For fans of Dinah Jefferies and Kate Morton



• The Greek Escape reached #6 on the Globe and 
Mail bestseller chart

• Over a million books sold worldwide

• The queen of destination fiction, this book is set in 
the cobbled streets of Stockholm and the 
picturesque archipegalos of the Swedish coastline

• For fans of Victoria Hislop and 
Santa Montefiore

• The perfect summer read.’
- Hello!

From the internationally bestselling author Karen 
Swan comes her latest escapist, sweeping novel 
full of twists and turns, heartbreak and romance

9781529006216

Trade paperback

April 2020

£14.99

9781529006223

B-Format paperback

July 2020

£8.99



https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/the-greek-escape/9781509838110
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/the-greek-escape/9781509838110
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/the-rome-affair/9781509838028
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/the-rome-affair/9781509838028
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/summer-at-tiffany-s/9781447280194
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/summer-at-tiffany-s/9781447280194
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/the-summer-without-you/9781447255208
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/the-summer-without-you/9781447255208
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/prima-donna/9781447223740
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/prima-donna/9781447223740
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/players/9781447223733
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/players/9781447223733


v

From internationally bestselling author and the queen
of Christmas fiction, Karen Swan, comes another

page-turning must-read for the festive season

• Over a million books sold worldwide

• Karen is a star on the rise: The Greek Escape sold 
59k copies vs 44k copies of The Rome Affair at 
the same point - an increase of 53%

• For fans of Victoria Hislop and Santa Montefiore

• Smart plots, brilliant characters and juicy 
romance.’ Heat on The Christmas Party

2020

9781529006094

Trade paperback

October 2020

£14.99

9781529006100

B-Format paperback

October 2020

£8.99



https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/the-christmas-secret/9781509838059
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/the-christmas-secret/9781509838059
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/christmas-under-the-stars/9781447280163
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/christmas-under-the-stars/9781447280163
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/christmas-on-primrose-hill/9781447280132
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/christmas-on-primrose-hill/9781447280132
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/the-perfect-present/9780330532730
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/the-perfect-present/9780330532730
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/christmas-at-tiffany-s/9780330532723
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/karen-swan/christmas-at-tiffany-s/9780330532723


9781509889600 

B Format Paperback

February 2020

£8.99

The Long Call
Ann Cleeves

Sunday Times bestselling author Ann Cleeves

returns with the first in a brand new series 

featuring Detective Matthew Venn

• In this rural idyll, where two rivers meet, crime 

is always there waiting to rise from the water

• Wild Fire hit the extended NYT list with a sales 

increase of 74% on Cold Earth, the last 

Shetland novel 

• Vera and Shetland have both been 

recommissioned by ITV and BBC respectively 

for 2019 which will us to continue engaging 

with TV fans 

• In 2017, Ann received the CWA Diamond 

Dagger, the highest accolade in the UK for 

crime writing



9781529026986

B-format paperback

May 2020
£7.99

An Almost Perfect Holiday
Lucy Diamond

An Almost Perfect Holiday is the new novel by Lucy 

Diamond, full of her trademark combination of 

humour, warmth and friendship

• Set over the course of two weeks one summer, 

this is a book about what we all want from our 

holidays . . . and the surprises we might 

encounter instead

• Lucy’s USP is inspiring, uplifting stories about 

women changing their lives for the better

• A top ten bestselling author in hardback and 

paperback 

• Over 2.2 million copies of Lucy’s books sold 

across all territories

• 'A new Lucy Diamond book is one of the 

happiest highlights of my calendar.' Katie Fforde, 

bestselling author of A Country Escape

Macmillan MacmillanMacmillan



9781529026986
B Format Paperback

October 2020

£8.99

Mum & Dad
Joanna Trollope

A new novel from the bestselling author of City 

of Friends

• It’s been twenty-five years since Gus and 

Margot left England to start a new life in 

Spain, building a vineyard. When Gus suffers 

a stroke, it’s left to their three grown-up 

children in London to step in 

• City of Friends was a number 1 Sunday Times 

bestseller in hardback and paperback 

• 'Trollope writes about family relationships with 

intelligence and clear-eyed sympathy.' The 

Times



January Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781509882779

B-format paperback

January 2020
£7.99

The Telephone Box 
Library
Rachael Lucas

A heart-warming new novel from 

Rachael Lucas 

• Bright, uplifting women’s fiction for 

fans of Cathy Bramley and Trisha 

Ashley 

• 'Wonderfully warm, brave and wise, 

it’s a gentle story that steals your 

heart and reaffirms your hope in life‘ 

Miranda Dickinson on Finding Hope 
on Hillside Farm



9781509866670 

B-format paperback

January 2020
£8.99

Recursion
Blake Crouch

A mind-bending thriller filled with twists and turns 

from Blake Crouch, author of the bestselling Dark 

Matter and The Wayward Pines

• All across the country, people are waking up 

to lives different than the ones they fell asleep 

to. What if someone could rewrite your entire 

life?

• Perfect for fans of Inception and Black Mirror

• Dark Matter is currently in development with 

Sony pictures for release as a feature length 

film

• ‘Blake Crouch has invented his own brand of 

page-turner--fearlessly genre-bending, 

consistently surprising, and determined to 

explode the boundaries of what a thriller can 

be.’ Karin Slaughter



9781509895342 

B-format paperback

January 2020
£8.99

The Distance Home
Paula Saunders

Must a child’s past define their future? The 

Distance Home is the story of two siblings who 

share a talent that will ultimately divide them

• Two children growing up side by side – one 

given opportunities the other just misses –

and the fall-out in their adult lives

• A big-hearted, pacy debut novel for fans of 

Anne Tyler, Elizabeth Strout and Maggie 

O’Farrell

• 'Luminous . . . heartbreaking . . . I haven’t 

read anything this good in a long time' 

Rachel Joyce, author of The Unlikely 

Pilgrimage of Harold Fry



9780230745780 

B Format Paperback

January 2020

£8.99

The Glovemaker
Ann Weisgarber

Utah, 1888. As one woman awaits her husband's

return home, a stranger arrives on her doorstep

• A tense, gripping story of a woman alone in 

Mormon country

• Ann Weisgarber's debut novel The Personal 

History of Rachel DuPree was longlisted for 

the Orange Prize and shortlisted for the 

Orange Prize for New Writers, and is now 

being adapted for film by Oscar-winning 

actress Viola Davis

• For fans of Cold Mountain 

• ‘A compelling story balanced on the knife 

edge between religion and ethics, crime 

and sin, compassion and fear.’

Mary Doria Russell, author 

of Doc and Epitaph



9781509880799 

B Format Paperback

January 2019

£8.99

Blood & Sugar
Laura Shepherd-Robinson

1781. An investigation into a gruesome 

murder on the Deptford Docks leads to a 

dark secret that could change the very 

core of British society…

• An atmospheric historical thriller set in 

the heart of London during the slave 

trade

• Crossover appeal for crime and 

historical fiction readerships  

• ‘A page-turner of a crime thriller. . . This is 

a world conveyed with convincing, 

terrible clarity' C. J. Sansom (is already a 

fan!) 



‘Utterly compelling… The next star of 
historical crime fiction has arrived’

R. N. Morris

Praise for Blood & Sugar:

‘A book to be savoured. Characters and setting so vividly depicted, and a 
story both bold and heart-breaking. I can’t recommend it enough.’

Jo Jakeman, author of Sticks and Stones

‘A striking historical thriller that 
exposes the horrors of Britain’s 

slave trade… Few first novels are 
as accomplished as this.’

Andrew Taylor

‘Laura has created a host of memorable, convincing and, in many cases, damaged characters, all of whom are 
touched in some way by the slave trade, which operates from the suitably foetid Deptford docks. She really gets 

under the skin of the place. Intriguing, intelligent, inspired writing.’
Abi Silver, author of The Aladdin Trial

‘A truly addictive read about such a terrible 
and important part of our history.’

Jenny Quintana, author of The Missing Girl

‘I haven’t read such an accomplished historical novel since I was 
introduced to C.J. Sansom’

Jo Spain



9781529014150 

B Format Paperback

January 2020

£8.99

Maggsie McNaughton’s 
Second Chance
Frances Maynard

An uplifting, heartwarming novel about the

power of friendship and the written word

• A delightful, entertaining and heartwarming

read about one woman’s second shot at

reading, friendship and living happily ever

after (well, sort of)

• Frances Maynard’s previous novel, The

Seven Imperfect Rules of Elvira Carr, was

shortlisted for the Richard & Judy bookclub

• Perfect for fans of Eleanor Oliphant is

Completely Fine, Three Things About Elsie

and Elizabeth is Missing

• ‘Big-hearted and charming.’ James Hannah

on The Seven Imperfect Rules of Elvira Carr



9781509859009 

B-format paperback

January 2020
£8.99

I Want To Show You 
More

Jamie Quatro 

Sharp-edged and fearless, mixing white-hot 

yearning with daring humour, Jamie Quatro’s

debut short-story collection is a stunning and 

subversive portrait of modern infidelity, faith, and 
family

• Set on the border of Georgia and Tennessee,

Quatro’s fifteen linked tales confront readers

with dark theological complexities, fractured

marriages and mercurial temptations

• A finalist for the Los Angeles Times Art 

Seidenbaum Award for First Fiction and the 

National Book Critics Circle John Leonard 

Prize

• ‘Passionate, sensuous, savagely intense, and

remarkable . . . Moves between carnality and

spirit like some franker, modernized Flannery

O’Connor.’ James Wood, New York Times



9781529005561 

B Format Paperback

January 2020

£8.99

Diary of a Somebody
Brian Bilston

A unique mix of poetry and diary by the 
unofficial Poet Laureate of Twitter

• Bilston has over 50k followers on Twitter

• This suburban murder mystery in verse 

will appeal to fans of Adrian Mole and 

The Curious Incident of The Dog in the 

Night

• ‘Brian Bilston is a laureate for our 

fractured times, a wordsmith who 

cares deeply about the impact his 

language makes as it dances before 

our eyes.’ Ian McMillan, BBC Radio 3



'Nobody must find out about this unique gem, because I’m 
giving it to EVERYONE, and I want to appear clever and 

discerning.' 
- Dawn French

'Glorious. I will be astonished if I read a more original, 
more inventive or funnier novel this year.' 

- Adam Kay

'The English comic novel, whose death this year was announced prematurely, is actually alive, 
well and in the safe hands of Brian Bilston. Here is a wonderful, laugh-out-loud comedy of 

suburban despair in the great tradition of David Nobbs and Sue Townsend.' 
- Jonathan Coe, author of Middle England

'Highly original, genuinely funny and clever, with a gentle humanity 
in between the lines. Brian Bilson should be Poet Laureate.' 

- John O'Farrell



9781529001594 

B-format paperback

January 2020
£8.99

A Memory Called Empire
Arkady Martine

A fast-paced, character-led tale of empire, 

intrigue and rebellion with a murder at its 

heart
• A new ambassador arrives in the 

galactic empire’s capital to 

investigate her predecessor’s 

murder. But nothing could have 

prepared her for the labyrinth of 

intrigue ahead – which will threaten 

both her and the empire itself 

• The first book in the Taxicalaan

trilogy

• John le Carré meets Iain M. Banks

• ‘All around brilliant space opera. I 

absolutely loved it.’ Ann Leckie, 

author of award-winning Ancillary 

Justice 



9781529013313

B-format paperback

January 2020

£8.99

The Murders at White 
House Farm
Carol Ann Lee

The definitive account of a crime that 

shocked the country and continues to 

fascinate today

• An absorbing portrait of a family, a time 

and a place and a gripping account of 

one of Britain’s most notorious crimes

• The Murders at White House Farm was 

originally published in 2015 and has lifetime 

sales of almost 18k through the warehouse

• In early 2019, ITV will air a six part TV drama 

series based on The Murders at 

Whitehouse Farm

Reissue



January Non-Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781509866137 

B Format Paperback

January 2020

£9.99

Hyperfocus
Chris Bailey

The life hack that you’ve been waiting for – to 

work less in order to increase your 

productivity

• Chris Bailey is described by TED.com as 

‘the most productive man you could ever 

hope to meet’

• Perfect for fans of How to Have a Good 

Day by Caroline Webb and The 4-Hour 

Work Week by Tim Ferriss

• The Productivity Project sold 13k HB in in 

the US

• ‘Hyperfocus gives you strategy in spades. 

When you read this book, get ready to do 

your most important work!' Chris 

Guillebeau



9781509837052 

B-format paperback

January 2020
£9.99

War Doctor
David Nott

The gripping true story of a frontline trauma 

surgeon in the world's most dangerous war 

zones

• For more than twenty-five years, David 

Nott has taken unpaid leave from his job 

as a general and vascular surgeon with 

the NHS to volunteer in some of the 

world’s most dangerous war zones

• David has volunteered in Afghanistan, 

Sierra Leone, Liberia, Darfur, Congo, Iraq, 

Gaza, Syria, Haiti and Nepal

• Perfect for fans of This is Going to Hurt, 

Fragile Lives and Your Life in My Hands

• 'Brave, compassionate and inspiring – it 

left me in floods of tears.' Adam Kay, 

author of This Is Going to Hurt



9781509805174

B Format Paperback

January 2020

£9.99

The Orchid and the Dandelion

W. Thomas Boyce

Are you a hardy and resilient dandelion, or are you 

a more sensitive orchid? Dr Boyce explains the 

groundbreaking science changing how we think 

about our personalities and life paths

• The result of 30 years of research (from child to 

adult in research subjects), this book is he first to 

show the relationship between genes and 

environment in childhood development

• This book includes an updated section at the 

end of the book that really spells out the ‘how 

to’ element with information for parents on what 

orchid children need in order to survive 

• Foreign rights sold in 23 languages

• The Orchid and the Dandelion is based on 

groundbreaking research that has the power to 

change the lives of countless children―and the 

adults who love them. Susan Cain, New York 

Times bestselling author of Quiet



9781509890439 

B Format Paperback

January 2020

£10.99

Nature's Mutiny
Philipp Blom

A ground breaking work of environmental 

history tracing the great climate change of 

the seventeenth century, the ‘Little Ice Age’

• Blom recounts the legacy and 

consequences of a ‘Little Ice Age’ when 

the temperature plummeted so drastically 

that Mediterranean harbours were 

covered in ice

• Published to huge acclaim in the author's 

native Germany and across Europe

• Taps into increasing concerns about 

climate change and our relationship with 

the natural world

• In the vein of Isabella Tree’s The Wilding 

and George Monbiot’s How Did We Get 

Into this Mess?



February Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781447298298

B Format Paperback

February 2020

£7.99

Blood in the Water
Jack Flynn

Blood in the Water is a gripping Boston-set 

legal thriller from a master storyteller

• Set in the gritty world of mob bosses, con 

artists and gangs, where allegiances are 

formed with law enforcement and 

criminals just as easily as they are broken

• John Grisham meets I Am Pilgrim with 

international terrorism at its core and a 

family at its heart

• Next of Kin was a Richard & Judy selection 

in 2011

• 'Hosp hits the trifecta – brilliant, brawny, 

and totally believable.' David Baldacci on 

Next of Kin



B-format paperback

February 2020
£7.99

A Window Breaks
C. M. Ewan

If your family was targeted in the middle 

of the night, what would you do to keep 

them safe?

• A brilliant new standalone thriller 

from C. M. Ewan, author of Safe 

House

• Safe House was a number one 

bestseller in the UK

• Perfect for fans of T.M. Logan’s Lies 

and Mark Edwards’ The Retreat 

9781529009675



9781509865857
B-format paperback

February 2020
£8.99

Children of Ruin
Adrian Tchaikovsky

Set in the same world as Children of Time, this a 

standalone story of a human outpost stranded 

in space…

• Children of Time has sold over 255k

units over all formats

• Children of Time is the Arthur C. Clarke

award-winning bestseller

• As it’s a standalone, it is the perfect

jumping on point for new and existing

fans of Adrian’s science fiction

• Adrian’s insightful world building lifts his

science fiction well above the

standard action-adventure plot



9781509862511

B-format paperback

February 2020
£9.99

The Warship
Neal Asher

In this second volume of Rise of the Jain, 

Neal Asher takes us on a thrilling ride into 
interstellar politics and impending war

• Expect epic conflicts in space,

extraordinary aliens and impossible

choices

• Set in Neal Asher’s popular Polity universe

• Perfect for fans of Peter F. Hamilton,

Alastair Reynolds and Stephen Baxter

• ‘Beautifully paced . . . This is space opera

at a high peak of craftsmanship.’

Publishers Weekly



9781529007671

B-format paperback

February 2020
£8.99

Paul Takes the Form of 
A Mortal Girl

Andrea Lawlor

This novel of transgender metamorphosis is a

wild, sexy, funny and moving story of living on

the edge

• A twenty-first century version of Virginia

Woolf's Orlando set in 90s San Francisco

• Andrea Lawlor’s debut novel offers a

speculative history of early 90s identity politics

during the heyday of ACT UP and Queer

Nation. A riotous, razor-sharp bildungsroman

whose hero/ine wends his way through a

world gutted by loss and pulsing with music

• For fans of Enigma Variations and Less

• ‘The liberatory rush of Lawlor’s writing is as 

rare as it is contagious, not to mention HOT. 

Paul is on fire, and an antihero for the ages.’ 

Maggie Nelson



9781529014051 9781529014082 9781529014099
February 2020
B Format 
£9.99

February 2020
B Format 
£9.99

February 2020
B Format 
£9.99

Reissue



9781509868506 9781529002287 9781529014099
January 2020
B Format 
£9.99

Reissue

January 2020
B Format 
£9.99

January 2020
B Format 
£9.99



February Non-Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781509886425

B-format paperback

February 2020
£9.99

It’s Not About the Burqa
Mariam Khan

It’s Not About the Burqa is an anthology of 

essays by Muslim women about the 

contemporary Muslim female experience 

• What does it mean, exactly, to be a 

Muslim woman in the West today? 

According to the media, it’s all about the 
burqa

• Contributors include Mona Eltahawy, 

Yassmin Abdel-Magied, Amena Khan 

and Coco Khan

• Perfect for fans of The Good Immigrant, 

Why I’m No Longer Talking to White 

People About Race and Brit(ish)



9781509803262 

B-format paperback

February 2020
£12.99

Lotharingia
Simon Winder

Following on from Danubia and Germania,

Lotharingia is the third and final part of Sunday

Times bestselling author Simon Winder’s

European historical trilogy

• Simon Winder retraces the various powers

that have tried to overtake the land

between Germany and France, and the

might of the people who have lived there for

centuries

• For fans of The Shortest History of Germany

and Bill Bryson, these are Horrible Histories for

adults

• Germania was a Sunday Times top-ten

bestseller

• ‘He is a master of the art of making history

both funny and fun.’ Simon Jenkins, author

of A Short History of Europe



9781529026160
February 2020
B Format Paperback
£12.99

9781529026153
February 2020
B Format Paperback
£12.99

‘It made me laugh so hard that I woke up my wife and had to give up reading the book in bed. 

If Bill Bryson had collaborated with W. G. Sebald to write a book about Germany, they might 
have wound up with something like this.’ Sunday Times

Reissue



9781509867325 

B-format paperback

February 2020
£9.99

The Adventures of Maud 
West, Lady Detective
Susannah Stapleton

The enthralling true story of the curious life and

career of Maud West, one of Britain’s first and best-

known female detectives

• Maud West ran her detective agency in London 

for more than thirty years but what was the 

reality of being a female private detective in 

the golden age of crime

• Perfect for fans of Kate Summerscale’s The 

Suspicious of Mr Whicher and Kate Colquhoun’s 

Mr Brigg’s Hat

• TV rights acquired by ITV studios and Tall Story 

Pictures

• ‘Our very own real life, female Sherlock Holmes. 

Criminally good. It's impossible not to love this 

book.’ MJ McGrath



9781529025569

B-format paperback

February 2020
£8.99

Babes in the Wood
Graham Bartlett and Peter James

A gripping account of true crime cases from 

long-serving detective Graham Bartlett and 
bestselling author Peter James

• A rare insight into an investigation that 

brings to life the characters of those 

involved and the intricacies of putting 

together the case. It is a unique account 

of where the police and courts went 

wrong the first time and how, almost thirty 

years later, justice was finally served

• Peter James’ books have been translated 

into thirty-seven languages with worldwide 

sales of over eighteen million copies



9781529030204

B-format paperback

February 2020
£8.99

The Knackered 
Mother’s Wine Guide
Helen McGinn

A knackered mother-friendly wine guide with 

insider tips on how to choose the right wine 

for every occasion. Strictly no insipid wines 

allowed

• Have you found yourself picking the bottle 

with the nicest-looking label?

Do you automatically pick the second-

cheapest wine on the list? You need The 

Knackered Mother’s Wine Guide

• The author is an ex-supermarket wine 

buyer and now works as a wine consultant

• 'Love love love this book. It doesn't just 

simplify wine, it simplifies life. Essential 

reading.' India Knight

Reissue



March Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781529002430 

B-format paperback

March 2020
£8.99

The Doll Factory
Elizabeth Macneal

The Doll Factory is the intoxicating story of a

young woman who aspires to be an artist and

the man whose obsession may destroy her

world forever

• London. 1850. Iris, an aspiring artist, meets

Silas. For Iris, it is a chance encounter

forgotten in seconds but for Silas, a collector

entranced by the strange and beautiful, that

meeting marks a new obsession

• The Doll Factory is Picador’s lead fiction

debut of 2019 and won the Caledonia Novel

Award

• Rights for The Doll Factory have sold in 31

territories

• For fans of Sarah Waters, The Miniaturist and

The Crimson Petal and the White





9781509881109 

B-format paperback

March 2020
£8.99

The Braid
Laetitia Colombani 

The huge international bestseller: three women

forced by circumstances to rebel against their

fate

• Spanning India, Canada and Italy, this is

the story of how three women are drawn

together by one woman’s hair…a

powerfully moving story of three women

and their courage in the face of adversity

• Rights sold in 28 languages; already a

bestseller in Italy, France and Germany

• 350k hardbacks sold in France and it spent

six months on the bestseller list there

• For fans of The Hours

• ‘Laetitia Colombani is clearly a master of

the art of storytelling.’ Le Monde



9781447299424 

B-format paperback

March 2020
£8.99

Gingerbread
Laetitia Colombani 

A bewitching and inventive novel about 

motherhood, family legacy and gingerbread

• The new novel from the Granta Best

Young British Novelist

• For fans of Angela Carter

• ‘A writer of sentences so elegant

that they gleam.’ Ali Smith



9781509838967 

B-format paperback

March 2020
£8.99

The Mobster’s Lament
Ray Celestin

New York 1947 is in the spotlight for the third

instalment in the critically acclaimed City Blues

quartet

• It’s a mobster’s last chance to escape the

clutches of New York mafia’s crime families

but as a blizzard descends on NYC, a

ruthless serial killer is tracking his every move

• The Axeman’s Jazz won the CWA Dagger

for Best Debut Crime Novel 2014 and Dead

Man’s Blues was shortlisted for the CWA

Gold Dagger for the Best Crime Novel 2017

• ‘His first book was one of the best crime 

novels of its year and this sequel is even 

better.’ Sunday Express on Dead Man’s 

Blues



9781529016147 

B-format paperback

March 2020
£8.99

Blood of an Exile
Brian Naslund 

Blood of an Exile is the spectacular, action-
packed fantasy debut by Brian Naslund

• Bershad is sentenced to kill dragons until

he meets an early grave. Then the king

offers him a mission that could buy him

redemption . . . but it makes dragon-

slaying seem simple

• This debut is the first of a trilogy of three

fast-paced adventures

• Perfect for fans of Game of Thrones,

Brent Weeks, Joe Abercrombie and Ed

McDonald

• This is a very accessible read as it’s at

the lighter end of the fantasy spectrum



9781509866243 

B-format paperback

March 2020
£8.99

Time for the Dead
Lin Anderson

Forensic scientist Rhona MacLeod travels to

the Isle of Skye to heal old wounds in the

fourteenth novel in Lin Anderson’s forensic

crime series

• Four of Lin Anderson’s novels have been

longlisted for the Scottish Crime Book of

the Year

• ‘Shades of The Wicker Man, with a 

touch of Agatha Christie. Superb.’ Daily 

Mail



9781529012590 

B-format paperback

March 2020
£8.99

salt slow
Julia Armfield

Salt Slow is an extraordinary collection of short 

stories of the lives of women, the bodily and the 

monstrous in us all 

• Blending the mythic and the fantastic, the 

collection considers characters in motion –

turning away, turning back or simply turning 

into something new

• Winner of the White Review Short Story Prize 

2018

• For fans of Carmen Maria Machado, Angela 

Carter and contemporary dystopian writers 

like Megan Hunter or Sophie Mackintosh

• 'Reading this collection is the only thing you 

need to do right now. Armfield is an 

enormous, gut-wrenching talent.' Daisy 

Johnson author of Everything Under



The Hitchhiker’s 
Guide to the Galaxy

Mostly Harmless 

9781529034523

£8.99

9781529034561 

£8.99

Reissue

B Format Paperback

B Format Paperback

March 2020

March 2020

The Restaurant at the End of 
the Universe
9781529034530 
£8.99

B Format Paperback

March 2020

Life, the Universe 

and Everything 

9781529034547

£8.99

B Format Paperback

March 2020

So Long, and Thanks 

for All the Fish 

9781529034554 

£8.99

B Format Paperback

March 2020



March Non-Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781529019001 

B-format paperback

March 2020
£9.99

Coders
Clive Thompson

A brilliant and immersive anthropological 

reckoning with the most powerful tribe in the 

world today, computer programmers – what  

they think, what makes for greatness in their 

world, and what should give us pause

• Thompson takes us close to some of

the great coders of our time, and

unpacks the surprising history of the

field, beginning with the first great

coders

• For readers of John Carreyrou’s Bad

Blood and Dave Egger’s The Circle

• ‘For a book this important, inspiring

and scary, it's sinfully fun to read.’

Steven Levy



9781509841172 

B-format paperback

March 2020
£9.99

Spark: How to Ignite 
Your Creativity 
Manoush Zomorodi 

An award-winning journalist uncovers the truth 

about boredom and why it's the key to your 

creativity

• Have you ever noticed how you have 

your best ideas when doing the dishes or 

staring out the window? It's because 

when your body goes on autopilot, your 

brain gets busy connecting ideas and 

solving problems

• This book will do for unplugging what 

Marie Kondo did for tidying

• Manoush Zomorodi’s TED talk has been 

watched over 1.5 million times 

• 'Full of easy steps to make each day more 

effective.' Charles Duhigg, author of The 

Power of Habit



9781509827671 

B-format paperback

March 2020
£9.99

Good to Go
Christie Aschwanden

Good to Go is the first decisive exploration of 

recovery science and the crucial role it plays in 

optimizing training performance, debunking 

myths and falsehoods along the way

• Perfect for runners of any level and 

ability who want to learn more about 

how best to recover and look after 

themselves

• A light-hearted debunking of the 

various myths and legends about what 

to do and not do between training 

from ice-baths (no!) to drinking beer 

(yes!)

• Perfect for fans of David Epstein's The 

Sport's Gene and Bill Gifford's Spring 

Chicken



9781529015843 

B Format Paperback

March 2020

£9.99

Losing Earth: The Decade We 
Almost Stopped Climate 
Change
Nathaniel Rich

A clear-eyed and eloquent assessment of how we 

got to now, and what we can and must do before 

it's truly too late

• The most urgent story of our times, brilliantly 

reframed, beautifully told: how we had the 

chance to stop climate change, and failed

• Especially topical after the recent UN report on 

climate change

• Based on the author’s New York Times 

magazine piece of the same time which went 

viral in August. ‘I can’t get over this piece. 

Everyone should read it.’ James Corden

• Film rights have been sold

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/08/01/magazine/climate-change-losing-earth.html?smid=pl-share


9781509847914 

B-format paperback

March 2020
£9.99

Daughters of Chivalry
Kelcey Wilson-Lee

The first full biography of the five remarkable 

daughters of Edward I

• Edward I’s daughters managed households, 

navigated diplomatic situations and had the 

courage to defy their royal father 

• Drawing on a range of contemporary 

content, this title gives a rich portrait these 

formidable women in the Middle Ages

• This book is perfect for fans of Dan Jones, 

Alison Weir, Sarah Gristwood

• ‘Kelcey Wilson-Lee does a wonderful job of 

bringing these young women, whose lives 

have to be reconstructed largely from the 

small print of the account books, to vibrant 

life.’ Sara Cockerill, biographer of Eleanor of 

Castile



9781509829620 

B-format paperback

March 2020
£9.99

The Map of Knowledge
Violet Moller

A vibrant and evocative account of how the 

great scientific ideas of the ancient world were 

lost and found

• Violet Moller traces the journey taken by the 

ideas of three of the greatest scientists of 

antiquity through seven cities – from 

Baghdad to Spain to Venice – and over a 

thousand years 

• Perfect for fans of Peter Frankopan, Jerry 

Brotton and Bettany Hughes 

• 'A lovely debut from a gifted young author. 

Violet Moller brings to life the ways in which 

knowledge reached us from antiquity to the 

present day in a book that is as delightful as it 

is readable.' Peter Frankopan, author of The 

Silk Roads



9781529028225

B Format Paperback

March 2020
£10.99

The Wild Journal
Willow Crossley

A beautiful companion to the year packed with 

joyful ideas for reconnecting to the natural world 

and space for seasonal reflections

• The Wild Journal is a beautifully illustrated 

guide from leading florist and nature writer 

Willow Crossley. Guiding you through creative 

practical projects and seasonal 

reflections, The Wild Journal celebrates the 

potential of nature to mend, heal and 

transform our mood

• A beautiful two colour guide that is 25% fill in 

journal and 75% practical projects

• Willow Crossley's first two books Inspire and The 

Art of Handmade Living were published by 

CICO and her third Flourish by Kyle Books. Her 

books have sold c. 45k to date through co-

edition deals worldwide



9781509840311

B Format Paperback

March 2020
£9.99

Some Kids I Taught and 
What They Taught Me
Kate Clanchy

By telling the stories of some of the kids she’s taught, 

as well as her own, Kate Clanchy (MBE) offers a 

candid, funny and moving insight into life in British 

state schools today

• For fans of the growing number of memoirs by 

'extraordinary ordinary people', especially books 

that shed light on professions such as Do No 

Harm, The Secret Barrister, This is Going to 

Hurt and The Examined Life

• Kate Clanchy is uniquely placed to write this book. 

A prize-winning author, she has also worked in 

schools for nearly thirty years; she was awarded an 

MBE in 2018 for services to schools and literature

• 'The best book on teachers and children and 

writing that I've ever read. No-one has said better 

so much of what so badly needs saying.' Philip 

Pullman



April Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781509819911 

B Format Paperback

April 2020
£8.99

Only You
Kate Eberlen

A love story told in three parts — past, present, 

future — from the author of Miss You

• Letty and Alf are the only English speakers at 

an Italian class in Rome, where they discover 

the language that really connects them is 

dance. But can you really know someone until 

you learn to talk about the past?

• Over 120k copies of Miss You sold worldwide 

• For fans of Jojo Moyes, Rosie Walsh and David 

Nicholls 

• ‘This is such a witty, poignant and uplifting 

story of two lives criss-crossing over the years, 

with near-miss after near-miss...I couldn't put it 

down.’ Sophie Kinsella on Miss You



9781509889150 

B-format paperback

April 2020
£8.99

The Age of Light
Whitney Scharer

Model. Muse. Lover. Artist. This sweeping debut 

tells the story of Lee Miller’s love affair with Man 

Ray amid the smoky cabarets, opium dens and 

Surrealist parties of 1930s Paris

• The story of Lee Miller, a photographer, a 

famous war correspondent for Vogue and 

her tempestuous relationship with Man Ray

• Translation rights for The Age of Light have 

been sold in Hungarian, Portuguese, 

Chinese, Czech, French, Greek, Dutch, 

Hebrew, Italian, Polish, Spanish, German, 

Lithuanian rights sold

• Subject of 14-way auction in the US, going to 

Little, Brown for seven figures in the end

• Perfect for fans of Moulin Rouge, Villa 

America and The Paris Wife 





9781529008142

B-format paperback

April 2020
£8.99

A Nearly Normal Family
M. T. Edvardsson

A heart pounding psychological thriller - If your 

child was suspected of murder, what would you do 

to protect them?

• Pan Macmillan’s lead thriller debut for 2019

• Your daughter comes home late. Takes a 

shower and washes her clothes.

The following day she is taken into custody 

suspected of murder. How far would you go to 

find the truth?

• For fans of A. J Finn and JP Delaney

• Sold in 30 languages

• ‘A brilliant thriller, another masterpiece of 

Scandinavian noir . . . This is crime fiction at its 

best’ Linda Fairstein, New York Times bestselling 

crime novelist





9781509858040 

B Format Paperback
April 2020

£9.99

Homeland
Fernando Aramburu

An epic and heartbreaking story of two best 

friends whose families are divided by the 

conflicting loyalties of terrorism

• Miren and Bittori have been best friends all

their lives, growing up in a small town in the

north of Spain. Their friendship is tested as

the terrorist threat posed by ETA begins to

spill over into their lives

• Homeland has been a critical and

commercial phenomenon with sales of the

Spanish edition at over 750,000 copies

• Patria has won prizes in the Basque Country,

in Spain and internationally: the Premio de

la Critica 2016 de narrative, the Euskadi Prize

for Literature and the Strega Europeo Prize

• ‘A brilliant and important book.’ Nadeem

Aslam



9781509878444 

B Format Paperback

April 2020

£8.99

The Fifth Column
Andrew Gross

A thrilling novel about the only man who 

can stop Nazi-sympathisers from rising up 

and plunging New York into darkness 

• From the bestselling author of The 

One Man and The Spy

• Andrew Gross has co-authored five 

novels with James Patterson

• Perfect for fans of Robert Harris, 

Michael Connelly and James 

Patterson



9781509895847 

B Format Paperback

April 2020

£8.99

Girl in the Rearview 
Mirror
Kelsey Rae Dimberg

A family determined to keep their

secrets and one young woman who

may end up exposing them all

• Finn is a nanny for a wealthy family

when she discovers a terrible secret

they’ve been keeping buried

• Sharp Objects meets House of

Cards

• A dark debut psychological thriller

for fans of Megan Abbott, Gillian

Flynn, Jane Harper and Attica
Locke



9781509835355

B Format Paperback

April 2020

£8.99

The Last Emperox
John Scalzi

The explosive conclusion to  New York Times 
bestselling author John Scalzi’s award-

winning Independency series

• As humanity’s greatest civilisation faces its 

fall, its ruler must battle those who would 

just save themselves

• John Scalzi has 164k followers on Twitter

• Perfect for fans of Jack Campbell, James 

S. A. Corey and Ann Leckie



9781529006568 

B Format Paperback

April 2020

£8.99

From the Wreck
Jane Rawson

Blending genres, perspectives and worlds, From 

the Wreck is a fascinating exploration of the stories 

we tell about the past

• In 1859, George Hill miraculously survives a 

shipwreck not far from the South Australian 

shore. But he is not alone…

• Richard Flanagan meets China Miéville in a 

uniquely original novel of history and 

imagination

• Winner of Australia’s leading science-fiction 

prize and nominated for its leading literary 

award, the Miles Franklin

• ‘It’s hard to find the right words to praise this 

novel. I think we need a whole new critical 

vocabulary to be invented . . . Jane Rawson’s 

writing is mysterious, chilling and tender. The 
book is a sort of miracle.’ Lian Hearn



9781529005233 

B Format Paperback

April 2020
£8.99

My House Is Falling 
Down
Mary Loudon

A vivid and compelling novel about a

modern love triangle that asks some

provocative questions. Is it still cheating if

nobody lies?

• A woman in her mid-forties falls in love

with an older man, but decides to tell her

husband exactly what’s happening. What

is marriage if everyone tells the truth?

• For fans of Elizabeth Day, Lionel Shriver

and Amanda Craig

• ‘A novel of great tenderness and

intelligence . . . A grown up love tangle

with interesting, grown up men and

women.' Andrew Miller, author of Pure



9781447293965 

B Format Paperback

April 2020

£8.99

The Inheritance of 
Solomon Farthing
Mary Paulson-Ellis

An heir hunter in modern-day Edinburgh 

searches out the rightful inheritor to a dead 

man’s fortune – an investigation that will 

lead him to the battlefield of WWI France 

and the mystery of a six-man firing squad… 

• Sold 57k copies across all formats 

• The Other Mrs Walker reached no. 3 in 

The Times PB fiction chart and was in the 

top ten bestselling debuts of all time

• ‘One of the strongest debuts of the 

year.’ Herald

on The Other Mrs Walker



April Non-Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781529041842

A Format Paperback

April 2020

£7.99

White
Bret Easton Ellis

Bret Easton Ellis’s first work of nonfiction is an 

incendiary polemic about this young century’s 

failings and an irreverent behind-the-scenes look at 

the life of one of the world's most infamous writers

• Inspired by conversations on his well-known 

podcast: The Bret Easton Ellis Podcast, Bret has 

written a rant-like narrative piece of non-fiction 

in his his famous detached tone of voice 

• From 80s film culture to the inspiration behind 

American Psycho, this will appeal to fans of both 

his fiction and podcast alike 

• Ever the bad boy of American contemporary 

literature, White solidifies Bret Easton Ellis as one 

of the most influential and recognisable names 

writing names 



9781529005516 

B Format Paperback
April 2020

£9.99

The Moment of Lift
Melinda Gates

• The story of Gates’ journey from a partner 

working behind the scenes to one of the 

world’s foremost advocates for women 

• Melinda has 2.37m followers on Twitter, 1.5m 

Facebook, 314k Instagram. The Gates 

Foundation has 1.93m Twitter, 32k YouTube, 

156k Instagram

• For fans of Lean In, Half the Sky, A Fighting 

Chance and I Am Malala

• Melinda Gates talks about a wide range of 

territories in the book from Indonesia, India, 
USA, Kenya, Pakistan and Mozambique

A debut from Forbes’ third most powerful 

woman in the world, Melinda Gates, a timely 

and necessary call to action for women’s 

empowerment 



9781529000498

B Format Paperback

April 2020

£9.99

The Bells of Old Tokyo
Anna Sherman

A hauntingly original book about Tokyo seen 

through the eyes of an outsider, searching for 

the past that underlies the arrestingly visible 

present

• From Anna’s search for the lost bells of

the city to her friendship with the

owner of a small cafe, here is Tokyo in

all its bewildering variety

• Japan occupies a particular place in

the popular imagination with travel

there showing no signs of declining in

popularity

• For fans of The Lonely City, Lost In
Translation and A Japanese Mirror



9781509858767 

B-format paperback

April 2020
£10.99

1939
Frederick Taylor

A vivid people’s history of the twelve months 

leading up to the outbreak of war in 1939 

• 1939 draws on original British and German 

sources, including recorded interviews, as well 

as contemporary diaries, memoirs and 

newspapers. Its narrative focuses on the day-to-

day experiences of the men and women in both 

countries trapped in this disastrous chain of 

events and not, as is so often the case, the elite

• Dresden sold 36,511 copies in home and export 

markets

• Perfect for fans of Anthony Beever, Max Hastings 

and Florian Illies’ 1913 

• ‘Taylor weaves a chilling narrative from 

eyewitness accounts and documentary 

research . . . quite superb.’ The Times on Dresden



9781509837632 
B Format Paperback

April 2020

£10.99

The Song of Simon de 
Montfort
Sophie Thérèse Ambler 

A riveting account of the warrior knight who 

overthrew his king and seized the reins of power in 

medieval England

• 1939 draws on original British and German 

sources, including recorded interviews, as well 

as contemporary diaries, memoirs and 

newspapers. Its narrative focuses on the day-

to-day

• 'Alive with human detail and acute political 

judgement, this book marks the arrival of a 

formidably gifted historian.' Dan Jones, author 

of The Plantagenets and The Templars

• For anyone who loved Marc Morris, Dan Jones 

and Helen Castor



9781509892778 

B Format Paperback

April 2020

£9.99

Constellations
Sinéad Gleeson

An extraordinarily intimate memoir about the 

experiences that have made Sinéad Gleeson the 

woman and the writer she is today

• In this powerful and daring memoir-in-essays 

Sinéad Gleeson delves into a range of 

subjects including art, illness, ghosts, grief and 

our very ways of seeing

• The author has edited two previous 

anthologies, The Long Gaze Back and The 

Glass Shore which both won the Best Irish 

Published Book at the Irish Book Awards and 

were national bestsellers

• Will appeal to readers of Cathy Rentzenbrink's

The Last Act of Love and Maggie O'Farrell's I 

Am, I Am, I Am

• 'Utterly magnificent. Raw, thought-provoking 

and galvanising; this is a book every woman 

should read.' Eimear McBride



9781529020373 

B-format paperback

April 2020
£8.99

I Survived
Victoria Cilliers 

She fell for a charming psychopath, and fell 

almost to her death

• When Victoria undertook a 

parachute jump organised by her 

husband, her parachute failed to 

open but miraculously she survived. 

An investigation found that Victoria’s 

husband had sabotaged her 

parachute 

• A documentary on ITV about Victoria 

Cillers was released in October 2018



9781509886043

B Format Paperback

April 2020
£8.99

Dream Horse

Janet Vokes

The heart-warming, moving story of an ordinary 

Welsh woman who dreamed of training a 

racehorse and Dream Alliance, the horse who 

defied the odds to become a champion

• Janet Vokes bought a mare for £350. 

Dream Alliance had star quality and 

went on to beat all the odds and 

become a winner at a number of 

world-class racetracks

• The story was also told in a 2015 

documentary which won the Audience 

Award in the World Cinema 

Documentary Competition at the 

Sundance Film Festival that year



May Fiction

Pan Macmillan



The Hiding Game
Naomi Wood

A beguiling third novel by Naomi Wood, author of

the critically lauded Mrs Hemingway

• This is the story of Paul Brickman, an exiled 

artist in 1970s England, haunted by his 

memories of the decade he spent at the 

Bauhaus art school and the life-changing 

consequences that have reverberated 

through the years

• For fans of Benjamin Wood’s The Ecliptic and

Jessie Burton’s The Muse

• ‘The Hiding Game is a brilliant, 

fascinating novel – a gripping story, skilfully 

told. I defy anyone not to be possessed by 

the all-consuming universe it creates.’ Sara 

Baume, author of Spill Simmer Falter Wither

9781509892808 

B Format Paperback
May 2020

£8.99



As Long as We Both Shall 
Live
JoAnn Chaney

Grieving husband? Or cold-blooded killer? JoAnn 

Chaney examines the dark side of marriage in this 

startling thriller

• Matt and his wife are out hiking when she

stumbled on a cliff edge and fell into the

river below. But then the police discover

that Matt’s first wife also died in suspicious

circumstances

• Perfect for fans of Gillian Flynn

• 'Unputdownable . . . This novel is anything 

but predictable. The female characters are 

forces of nature, and the plot twists are 

deliciously demented, a la Gone 

Girl and Big Little Lies.' People Magazine

9781509824267

B Format Paperback
May 2020
£8.99



9781529023046

B Format Paperback

May 2020

Madensky Square
Eva Ibbotson

£8.99

A rich and witty classic novel of love, 

community and home from the award-

winning and best-loved Eva Ibbotson

• Eva Ibbotson won the Gold Medal for the 

Nestle Children’s Book Prize, was 

shortlisted for the Carnegie Medal and 

was runner-up for the Whitbrak Children’s 

Book of the Year

• A whip-smart observation of the passions 

and tragedies behind daily life, Eva 

Ibbotson's Madensky Square is a classic 

snapshot of Viennese life before WWI

• ‘[Ibbotson] provides not only charm, but 

intelligent prose and a character with 

finely tuned sensibilities.’ Kirkus

Reissue



One Summer in Crete
Nadia Marks

From the author of Among the Lemon Trees comes 

another gloriously sunny and deeply moving read

• Sophie’s world has fallen apart – her 

relationship is suddenly over and her 

chances of starting a family are gone. So 

when she’s sent to write a magazine article 

about the Greek island of Ikaria, it seems 

the perfect escape but the island has a 

secret

• Set on Crete and the Greek island of Ikaria

• For fans of Victoria Hislop and Dinah 

Jefferies, and lovers of 'destination' summer 

fiction

9781509889747

B Format Paperback
May 2020
£7.99



9781529014495 

B Format Paperback

May 2020
£8.99

Exhalation
Ted Chiang

From an award-winning science fiction writer, 

the long-awaited new collection of stunningly 

original, human and already celebrated short 

stories

• In Exhalation, Ted Chiang wrestles with the 

oldest questions on earth – What is the 

nature of the universe? What does it mean 

to be human? – and ones that no one else 

has even imagined

• Ted’s short story ‘The Story of Your Life’ was 

the basis for the Academy Award-

nominated movie Arrival. The film grossed 

over $200 million worldwide 

• ‘Chiang is one of the greatest science-fiction 

short-story writers of all time.’ Jo Walton



9781529039436 

B Format Paperback

May 2020
£9.99

Stories of Your Life 
and Others
Ted Chiang

A new edition of this award-winning collection of 

ground-breaking stories, including ‘Story of Your 

Life’ the basis for the major motion picture Arrival

• From a world where angelic visitations are a 

wondrous and terrifying part of everyday life 

to an alien language that challenges our very 

perception of time and reality Ted Chiang 

deftly blends human emotion and scientific 

rationalism in eight remarkably diverse stories

• Ted Chiang has won three Nebula Awards, 

four Hugo Awards, two Locus Awards, and the 

John W. Campbell Award for the Best New 

Writer 

• 'Shining, haunting, mind-blowing tales...this 

collection is a pure marvel. [Ted] Chiang is so 

exhilarating so original so stylish he just leaves 

you speechless.' Junot Diaz

Reissue



9781509836215 
B Format Paperback

May 2020
£8.99

A Thousand Ships
Natalie Haynes

A feminist retelling of the Trojan War -

giving voices to the women the myths 

forgot . . . 

• In the early hours of the morning,

Creusa wakes to find her beloved Troy

engulfed in flames. Over the next few

hours, the only life she has ever known

will turn to ash

• For fans of Madeline Miller's Circe and

The Song of Achilles; Pat Barker's The

Silence of the Girls; Stephen Fry’s

Mythos and Mary Beard's Women &

Power

• Natalie Haynes - writer and presenter of

BBC Radio 4's Natalie Haynes Stands Up

For the Classics - is the perfectly placed

to bring this classic story to a modern

audience



9781447281382 

B Format Paperback

May 2020
£9.99

Salvation Lost
Peter F. Hamilton

The thrilling follow-up to Salvation, featuring alien 

first contact, threats to humanity and a future war 

– the page-turning adventure continues

• Armed with terrifying new knowledge, they 

must work together to stop the aliens before it's 

too late

• Peter’s previous novel, Night Without Stars 

reached no. 14 in the HB fiction chart, no. 4 in 

the Audible chart and no. 8 in the Bookseller’s 

e-book charts

• Salvation debuted at no. 14 in Bookscan’s

general fiction chart and no. 11 in The 

Bookseller’s e-book rankings

• For fans of Stephen Baxter, Alistair Reynolds 

and Iain M. Banks

• ‘The owner of the most powerful imagination in 

science fiction.’ Ken Follett



9781447288862

B Format Paperback

May 2020
£8.99

Bloodwitch
Susan Dennard

Book three in a brilliantly imagined coming-of-

age story about two witches, destined to save 
their world from tainted magic

• The Raider King’s schemes to subdue the 

Witchlands gain momentum. Now, his forces 

sow terror in the mountains, slaughtering 

innocents – and after finding the slain. Yet the 

Bloodwitch guards a secret that could 

change everything . . .

• For fans of Robin Hobb, Sarah J. Maas and 

Victoria Aveyard 

• Susan Dennard has a huge, engaged fan 

base including 26k on twitter and 17k on 

Instagram

• ‘So great: epic fantasy, epic adventure, epic 

friendship.’ Kate Elliott



9781509859948

B Format Paperback

May 2020
£8.99

In A Dry Season
Peter Robinson

In A Dry Season is the tenth novel in Peter 
Robinson's Inspector Banks series

• During a blistering summer, drought has 

depleted Thornfield Reservoir. For a curious 

young boy this resurfaced hamlet is a magical 

playground . . . until he unearths a human 

skeleton

• ‘The Alan Banks mystery-suspense novels are 

the best series on the market. Try one and tell 

me I'm wrong.’ Stephen King

• Now a major British ITV Drama, DCI Banks

Reissue



May Non-Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781509843527 

B-format paperback

May 2020
£9.99

Range
David Epstein 

Range is the groundbreaking and exhilarating 

exploration into how to be successful in the twenty-

first century

• Shortlisted for the Financial Times/Mckinsey

Business Book of the Yet Award 2019

• David Epstein is the acclaimed author of The 

Sports Gene which was a New York 

Times bestseller, shortlisted for the William Hill 

Award among several others

• An instant New York Times bestseller

• Perfect for managers, teachers, parents, career-

changers and aspiring professionals who read 

books like Outliers, Quiet, Drive and The Power of 
Habit



9781509890750 

B Format Paperback

May 2020
£9.99

The Ministry of Truth: 
A Biography of George 
Orwell’s 1984
Oliver Sacks 

The first book to chart the enduring appeal of 

George Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four: one of the 

most influential books of the 20th Century

• This is the biography of a novel but it is a story 

much bigger than Orwell’s alone. It takes in 

HG Wells, Adolf Hitler, The Spanish Civil War 

and The Lego Movie

• 1984 remains more relevant than ever in 

today’s tumultuous world, this is reflected in 

the popularity of The Handmaid’s Tale and 

Black Mirror 

• Paul Greengrass is making a new film of 

Nineteen Eighty-Four, while the 70th 

anniversary of publication is June 2019 and of 

Orwell's death in June 2020



9781509882915

B Format Paperback

May 2020
£10.99

The Russian Job: 
The Forgotten Story of How America 
Saved Russia from Famine

Douglas Smith

The riveting story of the US charity that saved 

Lenin’s revolutionary government from chaos

• Acclaimed historian Douglas Smith tells the 

gripping story of how an American charity 

fought the Russia famine, backed by $20 

million from the US government

• 'Brilliant, disturbing ... an important story that 

needed to be told. A fast-moving and most 

compelling read.' Helen Rappaport, author 

of Four Sisters and The Race to Save the 

Romanovs



9781509864119

B Format Paperback

May 2020
£8.99

I Spy

Tom Marcus

The explosive true story of life in MI5 from the number

one bestselling author of Soldier Spy, Tom Marcus

• Tom Marcus spent years of his life working 

for MI5 protecting us against those who 

want to do us harm. Now, he tells the story 

he couldn’t tell before, a story of who you 

need to become to survive and what it is 

like to live your entire life in the shadows

• Tom Marcus is the only voice out of the

world of MI5, with other books and authors

being shut down, he is the only place we

can go for the real story of how close we

come to true terror every day

• Soldier Spy has sold over 250k across all

formats

• ‘'Secret wars fought by heroes who seek no

reward. A brilliant read written by a true

legend.' Ollie Ollerton



9781509833580

B Format Paperback

May 2020
£9.99

How to Survive

John Hudson

John Hudson is the UK military's Chief Survival 

Instructor. In How to Survive John takes self-

reliance techniques, positive psychology 

and wisdom gleaned from extreme situations, 

and applies them to everyday life

• John has trekked through the world’s driest 

deserts and camped at Arctic outposts 

colder than Mars. He has been pushed to 

the very limit of what it’s possible to survive 

and met others who’ve gone further

• Imagine what you would learn from Chris 

Hadfield about surviving everyday life if he 

had stayed on the ground rather than gone 

into space

• Perfect for fans of SAS Survival Guide and 

Bear Grylls who want to learn how to apply 

extreme survival skills in everyday life



9781509866175 

B Format Paperback

May 2020
£9.99

Queer Intentions

Amelia Abraham

An immersive and exciting journey – from Los 

Angeles to Istanbul via London, Stockholm and 

Belgrade – exploring LGBTQ+ equality 

• Provides the ultimate exploration of the joys 

and pains of being LGBTQ+ in the West at a 

time when queer culture has never been so 

mainstream

• For fans of issues-driven narrative non-fiction 

such as Why I’m No Longer Talking to White 

People About Race, Everyday Sexism or The 

Good Immigrant

• ‘Eloquent, empathetic and passionate, this 

book will not just resonate with a new 

generation of queer people, but with all those 

who seek to be their allies. A brilliant 

book.’ Owen Jones



June Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781509886180 

A Format Paperback

June 2020
£7.99

The Confession
Jessie Burton

The sensational third novel from the bestselling 

author of The Miniaturist and The Muse 

• Set in the 1980s and the present day, this 

novel tells the story of three women and the 

complex connections they have shared 

across decades and continents

• The Miniaturist and The Muse have been 

translated into over thirty languages and 

have sold over a million copies around the 

world

• 'Dazzlingly good. The Confession is that rare 

thing: an utterly engrossing novel which asks 

big questions without ever once losing sight of 

the storyteller's need to entertain and move.’ 

Elizabeth Day



9781529019988 

B Format Paperback

June 2020
£8.99

Akin
Emma Donoghue

Emma Donoghue’s first contemporary novel 

since Room, a million-copy bestseller

• A retired New York professor's life is thrown 

into chaos when he takes a young great-

nephew to the French Riviera, in hopes of 

uncovering his own mother's wartime 

secrets

• Room was shortlisted for the Man Booker 

Prize and the Orange Prize and is now a 

major film starring Brie Larson

• ‘Time and time again Emma Donoghue 

writes books unlike anything I’ve ever seen 

before.’ Ann Patchett





9781529033014 

B Format Paperback

June 2020
£7.99

The Half Sister
Sandie Jones

The Half Sister is a page-turning psychological 

thriller about two sisters and their new sibling, 

whose arrival will ruin their family forever

• The Other Woman has sold over 100k

copies worldwide

• The Other Woman was a Reese

Witherspoon Book Club pick and has

sold in 14 languages

• ‘A twisty, deliciously fun read.’ Sarah

Pekkanen, author of The Wife Between

Us, on The Other Woman



9781509866533 

B Format Paperback

June 2020
£8.99

The Greek Holiday

Maeve Haran

Four old university friends reunite to relive that 

first hippy-dippy trip together to a beautiful, 

unspoilt, romantic Greek island looking for sun, 

sand and sea

• Four friends travel to a Greek island

when they’re all looking for something

to help them through difficult times in

their lives and find more than they

bargained for

• Maeve Haran’s books have been

translated into twenty-six languages

and two have been shortlisted for the

Romantic Novel of the Year Award

• ‘Make sure of a happier holiday by

packing this lovely novel in your

suitcase.’ Jilly Cooper





9781509899203 

B Format Paperback

June 2020
£8.99

Black 13

Adam Hamdy

Ex-MI6 officer Scott Pearce is about to burn the 

espionage rule book. Our world is changing, 
only he can break the conspiracy

• The first in Adam Hamdy’s brilliant new 

espionage series that follows him around 

the world – starting in Thailand

• Pendulum was Goldsboro Book of the 

Month and shortlisted for the Glass Bell 

Award

• Perfect for fans of James Swallow and Terry 

Hayes 

• ‘One of the best thrillers of the year.’ James 

Patterson on Pendulum



9781509883462 

B Format Paperback

June 2020
£8.99

The Ditch

Herman Koch

A darkly gripping novel, from the author of the

international bestseller The Dinner

• The Ditch is the story of how a

seemingly stable man can become

increasingly entangled in his own fears

and suspicions. Or is everything not

what it seems…

• The Dinner has sold 2.5m copies

around the world and has been

translated into 41 languages

• 'Funny, provocative and exceedingly

dark, this is a brilliantly addictive novel

that wraps its hands around your

throat on page one and doesn't let

go.' SJ Watson on The Dinner



9781529017076 

B Format Paperback

June 2020
£8.99

Sweet Home

Wendy Erskine

A collection of brilliantly written short stories by 

an exciting new talent from Northern Ireland

• Set in contemporary Belfast, these short 

stories are fully formed, brilliant snapshots 

into the domestic lives of people

• Perfect for fans of Lucia Berlin 

• ‘With skill and style, Erskine unpicks the 

underlying complexity of ordinary lives, the 

unexpected intricacy of ordinary situations. 

These are stories about ramification as 

opposed to redemption; dark, bittersweet 

and perfectly formed.’ Sara Baume



9781529003277 

B Format Paperback

June 2020
£8.99

The Tyrant

Seth Dickinson

After fifteen years of lies and sacrifice, Baru has 

the power she's always wanted. But can she 

really unmake this corrupt empire from within? 

• Twisty political epic fantasy, where Baru

Cormorant has risen through the ranks to 

subvert an empire from within – but will she 

become the very thing she hates?

• The epic conclusion to The Traitor

• Perfect for fans of N.K. Kimisin, Daniel 

Abraham and Guy Gavriel Kay

• Smart. Brutal. Gut-wrenching. You'll be 

captivated from the very first page. 

Dickinson is a sly, masterful writer who pulls 

no punches. Get ready to have your heart 

ripped out through your throat. Highly 

recommended.’ Kameron Hurley, author of 

The Mirror Empire on The Traitor



Driftnet

Deadly Code Dark Flight

9781529024739

£8.99

9781529024777

£8.99

9781529024791

£8.99

Reissue

B Format Paperback

B Format Paperback B Format Paperback

June 2020

June 2020 June 2020

Torch

9781529024760

£8.99

B Format Paperback

June 2020



The Shape of Water

Excursion to TindariThe Scent of the Night

9781529042023 

9781529042450 9781529042467 

Reissue

B Format Paperback

June 2020

The Terracotta Dog

9781529042047 

The Snack Thief

9781529042436 

The Voice of the Violin

9781529042443 

Andrea Camilleri

£8.99



June Non-Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781509854271 

B Format Paperback

June 2020
£12.99

The Age of Football

David Goldblatt

The long-awaited follow up to the seminal The Ball 

is Round, which continues with the global story of 

football in the 21st Century 

• The Age of Football is economics through the 

lens of football

• Planet Football will include the full account of 

what happened behind the scenes and on 

the pitch at Russia 2018

• David Goldblatt won the 2015 William Hill 

Sports Book Award for The Game of Our Lives 

• This book looks at football and economics 

across the globe including in Africa, the Middle 

East, South and Central America, Europe and 

Asia

• The Ball is Round has sold almost 18k copies 

worldwide



9781529026443 

B Format Paperback

June 2020
£9.99

Pinch of Nom Food Planner: 
Everyday Light
Kate Allinson, Kay Featherstone

Track your slimming habits with this second 

six-month diet planner from Pinch of Nom

• Whether you want to keep track of 

calories, jot down your shopping lists, 

record healthy treats or celebrate key 

achievements, this book is designed to 

help you stay organised and motivated

• With 26 exclusive Pinch of Nom recipes all 

under 400 calories

• Illustrated with line drawings

• The Pinch of Nom cookbook has broken 

the record for the highest selling week of 

any non-fiction title having sold almost one 

million copies through Nielsen Bookscan



9781509868773

B Format Paperback

June 2020
£12.99

Eight Days at Yalta
Diana Preston

A riveting minute-by-minute chronicle of the 

February 1945 conference that shaped the 

outcome of one war – and gave birth to 

another 

• Diana Preston is an acclaimed historian 

and author of Before the Fallout: From 

Marie Curie to Hiroshima which won the 

Los Angeles Times Book Prize for Science 

and Technology 

• February 2020 is the 75th anniversary of the 

Yalta Conference



9781509871209

B Format Paperback

April 2020
£9.99

The First Breath
Olivia Gordon

A powerful memoir and science book about the 

extraordinary foetal and neonatal medicine 

bringing a new generation of babies into the 

world

• The First Breath combines personal memoir 

and sensitive, intimate case histories of other 

mothers' high risk births with extraordinary 

medical science

• The first book of its kind to look at neonatal 

science and the ground-breaking work of 

obstetricians and researchers

• Marries the genre of medical memoir with a 

feminist call to arms

• ‘Fascinating and moving.' Adam Kay, author 
of This is Going to Hurt

If you loved…



9780330420280 

B Format Paperback

June 2020
£9.99

The Great Flood 
Edward Platt

A journey that explores floods and flooding in 

all its forms: Platt investigates the ways in 

which water has shaped our landscape, our 

literature and our sense of ourselves

• Combining travel writing and reportage 

with readings of history, literature and 

myth, Platt explores the way floods have 

shaped the physical landscape of Britain 

and left their mark on its inhabitants as well 

as the effects of climate change and rising 

water levels

• ‘A reporter of fearless imagination.’ Simon 

Jenkins, The Times

If you loved…



9781529000443 

B Format Paperback

June 2020
£8.99

Brothers in Arms
Geraint Jones

The reality of war laid bare in this funny, 

furious and moving account of one man's tour 

of Helmand

• Darkly funny, shockingly honest, Brothers in 

Arms is an unforgettable account of the 

brutal reality of war – every scary, exciting 

moment – and the bonds of friendship that 

can never be destroyed

• The author is the ghostwriter of No Way 

Out, which received fantastic pre-pub 

quotes from the likes of Martin Bell ('vivid 

and brilliantly written') and Patrick Bishop 

('crackles with action and brims with 

humanity')

• ‘A gritty, brutal book about men at war. 

Raw and real. Brilliant.’ Tom Marcus, 

bestselling author of Soldier Spy



9781509823987 

B Format Paperback

June 2020
£9.99

Toxic Childhood Stress
Dr Nadine Burke Harris

Dr Nadine Burke Harris reveals the science 

behind Adverse Childhood Experience and 

the tangible effects of abuse, neglect and 

stress on the development of the brain and 

long term health

• When a young boy walked into Dr Nadine 

Burke Harris's clinic he looked healthy for a 

preschooler. But he was seven, and hadn't 

grown a centimetre since a traumatic 

event when he was four. This prompted her 

to begin her groundbreaking research

• Dr Nadine Burke Harris has over 3 million 

views on her TED talk

• Dr Nadine Burke Harris received the 2016 

Heinz Award for the Human Condition for 
her work addressing toxic stress in children



9781529037937

B Format Paperback

June 2020
£12.99

The Korean War: An Epic 
Conflict 1950-1953

Max Hastings

The best narrative history of the Korean conflict 

by bestselling author Sir Max Hastings

• Reissuing to coincide with the 70
th

anniversary of The Korean War in June 2020

• Max Hasting’s previous book, Vietnam: An 

Epic History of A Divisive War 1945 – 1975 

sold over 100k copies across all formats

• ‘A brilliant tour-de-force.’ Times Literary

Supplement

Reissue



Pan Macmillan

July Fiction



9781509808649

B-format paperback

July 2020
£8.99

Big Lies in a Small Town

Diane Chamberlain

A new rich and breathtaking novel by Diane 

Chamberlain

• A sweeping historical novel about two 

women connected by a painting that holds 

many dark secrets

• Over 800k copies sold across all formats of 

Diane Chamberlain’s novels

• A top three Sunday Times and New York 

Times bestseller

• Emotional women’s fiction, perfect for fans 

of Jodi Picoult and Lianne Moriarty 

• ‘An excellent read that will be loved by her 

fans and anyone who enjoys reading’

Jodi Picoult on The Dream Daughter

https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/diane-chamberlain/the-dream-daughter/9781509808588
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/diane-chamberlain/the-dream-daughter/9781509808588
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/diane-chamberlain/secrets-at-the-beach-house/9781509864164
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/diane-chamberlain/secrets-at-the-beach-house/9781509864164
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/diane-chamberlain/the-stolen-marriage/9781509808557
https://www.panmacmillan.com/authors/diane-chamberlain/the-stolen-marriage/9781509808557


9781509854998

B-format paperback

July 2020
£7.99

The Knock

Jessie Keane

For some, being on the wrong side of the law is 

the safest place to be . . .

• A young woman sees her life go off the rails 

when she becomes involved with a gangster 

and a corrupt police officer in this gritty 

urban thriller from top ten bestseller Jessie 

Keane

• Jessie Keane's books have sold more than 

750k copies

• For fans of Martina Cole and Kimberly 

Chambers

• 280k copies of Jessie Keane’s books sold in 

digital 



9781529001303

B-format paperback

July 2020

£8.99

The Lost City

Amanda Hocking

In this first book in the Omte Odyssy trilogy, 

Amanda Hocking creates a new adventure in 

her much-loved Trylle universe

• Ulla Tullin is desperate to find her real parents 

and unlock her half-blood heritage. But her 

journey will be far more perilous than she 

could have imagined - and far more 

rewarding than she could have dreamed

• The original Trylle trilogy has sold over 381k 

copies across all formats as of September 

2019

• Amanda Hocking has 20.5k followers on 

Twitter, 69k followers on Facebook and 8k 

followers on Instagram



9781509879557

B-format paperback

July 2020
£8.99

The Name of All Things
Jenn Lyons

The Name of All Things continues an 

extraordinary fantasy adventure. Here 

prophesy and magic as a young woman 

discovers her actions will change an 

empire

• A follow up to The Ruin of Kings

• A powerful new epic fantasy for fans 

of Joe Abercrombie, Patrick Rothfuss

and Robin Hobb

• ‘A fascinating story about a 

compellingly conflicted young hero in 

an intriguingly complex world.’ L. E. 

Modesitt, Jr. on The Ruin of Kings



9781529045260
B-format paperback

July 2020

£9.99

Paradise

Kate Tempest

A new book from the leading poet of her 

generation, Kate Tempest

• Kate has been twice nominated for the 

Mercury Music Prize and received the Ted 

Hughes Award and a Herald Angel Award 

for Brand New Ancients. Kate was also 

named a Next Generation poet in 2014

• Kate's first collection Hold Your Own has 

sold over 20,000 copies through TCM 

• ‘Whether on stage or on the page, her 

language hits like lightning. It illuminates 

and it burns.’ Guardian



9781509868513

B-format Paperback

July 2020

£9.99

Reissue

9781509868537

B-format Paperback

July 2020
£9.99

9781509868520 

B-format Paperback

July 2020
£9.99



Reissue

9781529024852 

B-format Paperback

July 2020

£8.99

9781529024876 

B-format Paperback

July 2020

£8.99



July Non-Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781509880393 

B-format paperback

July 2020

£8.99

Gotta Get Theroux This

Louis Theroux

Louis Theroux takes us on a weird and 

wonderful journey through two decades of 

ground-breaking television 

• Louis Theroux is a hugely popular 

documentary maker with a cult following 

(including fans who tattoo his face on their 

body). He has 1.93 million Twitter followers 

and numerous fan sites

• The Call of the Weird has sold 172K 

paperbacks and 30K hardbacks

• From his Weird Weekends to his Jimmy 

Saville documentary to meeting Chris 

Eubank this book will reflect on his career 

and never before revealed secrets 



9781509821808 

B Format Paperback

July 2020
£9.99

Everything in its Place 
Oliver Sacks 

A remarkable celebration of Sacks’s varied

interests, told with his characteristic compassion

and erudition and in his trademark luminous

prose

• From the best-selling author of The Man 

Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat and On 

the Move,

• Everything in its Place will showcase 

Sacks’s broad range of interests – from 

his passion for ferns, swimming, and 

horsetails, to his final case histories 

exploring schizophrenia, dementia, and 

Alzheimer’s

• A posthumous final collection of essays 

from the ‘poet laureate of medicine’



9781509860524

B-format paperback

July 2020

£9.99

Psychedelic Apes

Alex Boese

From the Sunday Times bestselling author of 

Elephant's on Acid comes a collection of the 

wackiest theories from science and history

• From the creation of the universe to the 

evolution of humans, the birth of civilization 

right through to our more recent 

past, Psychedelic Apes shows that, 

sometimes, even the weirdest theories 

may be proved true . . .

• A book for people who are curious about 

science but don’t want to read a 

textbook., digestible and thought-

provokingEasy

• 167k copies of Elephants on Acid sold 

across all editions. Electrified Sheep has 

sold 34k copies
If you loved



9781529031133

B-format paperback

July 2020

£16.99

India
V. S. Naipaul

India is the collection of three classic books 

by V. S. Naipaul, introduced by fellow traveller 

and writer Paul Theroux

• In 1990, V.S. Naipaul received a 

knighthood for services to literature; in 

1993, he was the first recipient of the David 

Cohen British Literature Prize. He received 

the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2001

• Naipaul’s novels include A House for Mr 

Biswas, The Mimic Men, Guerrillas, A Bend 

in the River, and The Enigma of Arrival. In 

1971 he was awarded the Booker Prize 

for In a Free State

Reissue



August Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781529019131 

A Format Paperback

August 2020
£7.99

Genesis

Robin Cook

A medical mystery thriller from the master of 

the genre, New York Times bestelling Robin 

Cook

• Bestselling author Robin Cook takes on the 

ripped-from-the-headlines topic of using 

genealogical DNA database tracking to 

catch a killer in Genesis

• For fans of Tess Gerritsen, Jeffrey Deaver

and Patricia Cornwell

• The science explored in this particular novel 

was inspired by the new DNA-database 

tracking techniques that allowed police to 

catch the Golden State Killer

• Robin Cook has written more than thirty 

international bestsellers



9781529010770 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£8.99

You Are Not Alone

Greer Hendricks, Sarah Pekkanen

A deeply psychological thriller from Greer 

Hendricks and Sarah Pekkanen, the bestselling 

authors of The Wife Between Us and An 

Anonymous Girl

• Shay befriends a group of women who 

seem to have the perfect lives but all is not 

as it seems 

• The Wife Between Us was an instant New 

York Times bestseller and spent three months 

on the list

• Entertainment One has acquired the TV 

rights to An Anonymous Girl



9781509877171 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£7.99

Sisters

Michelle Frances

The Favourite by Michelle Frances is a dark, 

domestic suspense that explores the fallout of 

when sibling rivalry turns into adult envy

• This destination read is set on the Italian 

Island of Elba and is perfect for fans of The 

Holiday

• The Girlfriend sold over 300k in e-book and 

60k in paperback



9781529035575 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£8.99

The Safety Net

Andrea Camilleri 

Set on the coast of Sicily, The Safety Net is the 

twenty-fifth novel in the bestselling Inspector 

Montalbano series by Andrea Camilleri

• As a film crew descend upon Vigàta, 

Montalbano is busy investigating two cases: 

one from the past and the other involving 

the new world of social media 

• Over 65 million copies of the Inspector 

Montalbano series have been sold 

worldwide 



9781529018875 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£7.99

The Hidden Wife

Joanna Rees

The second novel in a dazzling historical trilogy 

from bestselling author Joanna Rees, following 

The Runaway Daughter

• Paris, 1928. Vita follows her dreams of 

becoming a fashion designer and Nancy is 

spiralling out of control in a world of drug 

abuse and parties 

• Perfect for fans of Lucinda Riley and Penny 

Vincenzi

• Over 500k copies of Joanna Rees’ novels 

sold in physical format 



9781509856299 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£14.99

The Catholic School 

Eduardo Albinati

The Catholic School explores the roots of a 

terrible crime and the world that gave rise to it

• Based on a true story, The Catholic School 

explores a world of power, sex, violence 

and the threat of masculinity, of the power 

wielded and misused by men

• 80k hardbacks sold and it won Italy’s 

premier literary prize, the Premio Strega 

• ‘In The Catholic School a thousand doors 

open on a thousand different themes . . . A 

powerful, multifaceted, acute, extreme 

book.’ La Repubblica



9781529001327

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£8.99

The Morning Flower

Amanda Hawking

As the friends race to uncover clues as to Ulla's 

heritage, their enemies are closing in

• The second installment in the Omte Odyssey 

trilogy, Hocking returns to the universe of the 

Trylle which so many have learned to love

• The original Trylle trilogy has sold over 381k 

copies across all formats

• The Omte Odyssey trilogy is the perfect 

jumping-on point for new fans of Amanda 

Hocking, and the Trylle world

• 'Addictive.' Guardian on the Trylle trilogy



9781509839483 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£8.99

Our Dark Secret

Jenny Quintana

From the author of The Missing Girl, Our Dark 

Secret is a novel about female friendship, long-

buried secrets and what happens when the 

truth finally emerges . . .

• Elizabeth wants nothing more than to keep 

the secrets of her teenage years in the past 

but another body has been found and 

keep can’t keep running

• Over 100k copies of The Missing Girl sold 

across all formats

• Perfect for fans of Jane Harper, Debbie 

Howells and Kate Hamer



9781509868599 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£10.99

Peter F. Hamilton

9781509868575 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£10.99

Pandora’s Star
Judas Unchained

Reissue



9781529049893

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£8.99

Ann Cleeves

9781529049909 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£8.99

Telling TalesThe Crow Trap

Reissue

9781529049947 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£8.99

Hidden Depths
9781529049954 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£8.99

Silent Voices



9781509868599 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£8.99

Peter F. Hamilton

9781509868575 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£8.99

Pandora’s Star
Judas Unchained

Reissue



August Non-Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781529004694 

B Format Paperback

August 2020

£9.99

Growth IQ
Tiffani Bova

The 10 strategies to sustainable growth based on 

a purpose-led culture for organizations large and 

small

• Based on first hand research, Growth IQ sets 

out the 10 key paths that any company of 

any size and at any stage in their 

development needs to take in order to grow.

• Perfect for fans of Michael Porter

• 'A worthy successor to Michael Porter, Bova's

book is that rare gift: it opens doors for new 

ideas and new actions. No glib answers here, 

simply hard-won wisdom.’ Seth Godin, author 

of Linchpin



9781509882366 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£9.99

Welcome Home
Lucia Berlin

A portrait of the literary sensation and short-

story master Lucia Berlin, told through a 

compilation of sketches, letters from, and 

photos of, friends and lovers

• Reproductions of letters and 

photographs taken from the Berlin family 

archive will be used to illustrate this 

memoir

• A Manual for Cleaning Women sold 26k 

across all formats

• ‘Ms. Berlin's stories make you marvel at 

the contingencies of our existence. She is 

the real deal. Her stories swoop low over 

towns and moods and minds.’ The New 

York Times on A Manual for Cleaning 

Women



9781509883059 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£10.99

Kremlin Winter
Robert Service

A riveting account of Vladimir Putin's second 

presidency and how he has held onto power

• In Kremlin Winter, Robert Service, one of 

our finest historians of Russia, plots the 

seasonal shifts in events since 2012 and 

those that may be expected in the 

immediate future

• Trotsky: A Biography was awarded the 

2009 Duff Cooper Prize

• For fans of History of Modern Russia and 

Stalin: A Biography

• Robert Service is an expert on Vladimir 

Lenin and Joseph Stalin and has written 

biographies on both



September Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781529019650

B Format Paperback

September 2020
£8.99

Lampedusa
Steven Price

A lyrical portrait of the final years of Giuseppe 

Tomasi di Lampedusa as he struggles to 

complete his masterpiece, The Leopard

• Set in the fading aristocratic world of 1950s 

Sicily 

• This book is reminiscent of Sándor Márai’s

Embers, Patricia Highsmith’s Ripley novels 

and Andre Aciman’s Call Me By Your Name

• The author is an award-winning poet and his 

previous title, By Gaslight, was shortlisted for 

the CWA Endeavour Historical Dagger 

Award 2017

• ‘Entertaining…as vast as the three-decker 

Victorian novels it so cleverly echoes.’ 

Sunday Times on By Gaslight



9781509896493 

B Format Paperback

September 2020
£7.99

The Rookery

Deborah Hewitt

In this thrilling follow-up to The Nightjar, Alice 

must learn to wield her rare powers

• In the sequel to The Nightjar, Alice tries to 

hide herself in an alternative magical 

London, is it any safer than the London she 

left behind?

• For fans of Neil Gaiman, Philip Pullman and 

Joanne Harris

• 'I thoroughly enjoyed this.' Genevieve 

Cogman on The Nightjar



9781529050868

B Format Paperback

September 2020
£8.99

Before the Coffee Gets 
Cold: Tales from the Cafe
Toshikazu Kawaguchi

The second novel from the author of the 

phenomenon, Before the Coffee Gets Cold

• More tales from Cafe Funiculi Funicula, 

where customers may travel back in time –

if they obey the rules. A touching story 

about second chances

• For fans of The Guest Cat and If Cats 

Disappeared from the World

• Rights to Before the Coffee Gets Cold have 

been sold in 14 languages



9781529043808

B Format Paperback

September 2020
£8.99

Andrea Camilleri

Rounding the Mark

9781529043839 

B Format Paperback

September 2020
£8.99

The Patience of the Spider

9781529043846 

B Format Paperback

September 2020
£8.99

Paper Moon 

Reissue



September Non-Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781529035698 

B Format Paperback

September 2020

£9.99

Permanent Record

Edward Snowden

The man who risked everything to expose the 

US government’s system of mass surveillance, 

reveals for the first time the story of his life

• An exhilarating tale of spy vs spy and an 

insider’s account of the intelligence 

community’s transition into the online 

world including how Snowden helped to 

build that system and what motivated him 

to try to bring it down

• This book contains material never before 

covered by anyone that journalists have 

spent years trying to chase down 

• The Sunday Times top ten bestseller



9781509843565

B Format Paperback

September 2020

£9.99

The Formula: The Five 
Laws Behind Why People 
Succeed
Albert-László Barabási

The ground-breaking book that reveals the 

five scientific laws that can turn your 

achievements into success

• This book reveals the indisputable scientific 

laws that can turn your achievements into 

success and how to use them to your own 

advantage

• Perfect for fans of Malcolm Gladwell, 

James Gleick and Nate Silver 

• 'This is not just an important but an 

imperative project . . . Barabási is the 

person.' Nassim Nicholas Taleb, bestselling 

author of The Black Swan



9781509879151 

B Format Paperback

September 2020
£9.99

The Economists’ Hour
Binyamin Appelbaum

After decades of pervasive influence over 

government policy, economists have done 

much to create the world in which we live. And 

yet, how well do they actually understand 

human behaviour? 

• A book that sets Brexit and the rise of Trump 

and Putin, Orban and Erdogan in the context 

of much larger story, one with far greater 

consequences than any one election or 

referendum

• Appelbaum is currently the Washington 

correspondent for the New York Times. Before 

this he was a reporter at the Washington Post, 

the Boston Globe and the Charlotte Observer

• ‘A valuable and highly recommendable 

book, which I devoured in a single sitting.’ 

Tyler Cowen, author of The Great Stagnation



9781529024692 

B Format Paperback

September 2020
£9.99

How to Grow Your Own 
Poem 
Kate Clanchy

Anybody can learn to write their own poem by 

following the advice in this very friendly book

• Kate Clanchy’s first poetry collection Slattern

won a Forward Prize

• As well as being a teacher, Kate is a prize-

winning poet. She has won many prizes for 

her poetry, including an Eric Gregory Award, 

a Forward Prize, a Saltire Award, the John 

Llewellyn Rhys Prize, a Somerset Maugham 

Award and a Cholmondeley Award

• In 2018, Kate Clanchy won an MBE for 

services to literature  



James Herriot

9781529042061 

B Format Paperback

September 2020
£8.99

All Creatures Great and Small

9781529043280 

B Format Paperback

September 2020
£8.99

All Things Bright and Beautiful 

*previous edition covers

Reissue



October Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781529039108

B Format Paperback

October 2020
£8.99

The Last Trial
Scott Turow

Sandy Stern takes on his last trial in this 

scintillating courtroom thriller

• Despite having reached eight-four, and in 

precarious health, Stern has been 

persuaded to defend an old friend who has 

been charged with fraud, insider trading 

and murder

• From the bestselling author of Presumed 

Innocent

• 'Absorbing . . . Ambitious.' Wall Street 

Journal on The Laws of Our Fathers



9781529051438

B Format Paperback

October 2020
£14.99

The Ultimate Hitchhiker’s 
Guide to the Galaxy: 
A Complete Trilogy in Five Parts

Douglas Adams

A special 42nd anniversary edition of Douglas 

Adams' mega-selling cult classic: now in one 

handy paperback volume! 

• The complete 'trilogy of five' published in 

paperback, charting the whole of Arthur 

Dent’s odyssey through space and time

• Also contains ‘Young Zaphod Plays It Safe’, a 

short story written by Douglas Adams as a 

prequel to the Hitchhiker series

• Over 15 million copies of The Hitchhiker's 

Guide to the Galaxy have been sold 

worldwide



9781509868353

B Format Paperback

October 2020
£8.99

The Girl Who Reads on the 
Metro
Christine Féret-Fleury

Championing the power of reading, this is a story 

for everyone who understands that a book can 
change a life

• Juliette takes the train each morning to her 

dull office job until one day she gets off the 

train a stop early and meets Soliman, the old 

owner of the most enchanting bookshop 

Juliette has ever seen

• The Reader on the 6.27 meets Amelie meets 

The Little Paris Bookshop

• 10K copies sold in France

• Rights now sold in 23 countries

• ‘A life-affirming novel for our times,

appealing both to the reader’s heart and 
soul.’ The Bookseller



9781509813018

B Format Paperback 

October 2020
£9.99

A Time of Courage

John Gwynne

John Gwynne's epic fantasy trilogy reaches 

an explosive conclusion in this final volume. 

Angels and demons clash in the ultimate 

fight for the Banished Lands

• The Demon-King of the Otherworld is 

finally free, and he plans to crush the 

warrior-angels and their allies

• A Time of Blood debuted at no. 4 in 

Bookscan’s Science Fiction Fantasy 

charts

• 'John Gwynne is one of the modern 

masters of heroic fantasy' Adrian 

Tchaikovsky on A Time of Dread



9781529050141 

B Format Paperback

October 2020
£8.99

Ann Cleeves

9781529050158 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£8.99

Harbour StreetThe Glass Room

Reissue

9781529050165 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£8.99

The Moth Catcher
9781529050172 

B Format Paperback

August 2020
£8.99

The Seagull



Neal Asher

9781509868568

B Format Paperback

October 2020
£8.99

Jupiter War

9781509868551

B Format Paperback

October 2020
£8.99

Zero Point

Reissue

9781509868544

B Format Paperback

October 2020
£8.99

The Departure



October Non-Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781509852857

B Format Paperback

October 2020
£9.99

Daily Rituals
Mason Currey

From Vanessa Bell to Charlotte Brontë, here are 

over one hundred and forty female writers, painters, 

musicians, sculptors, poets, choreographers, and 

filmmakers on how they create and work

• This is Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls for an 

adult audience 

• The book includes profiles on Hilary Mantel, 

Vanessa Bell, Patti Smith, Marie Curie and Zadie 

Smith

• For example, Louisa May Alcott wrote so 

vigorously that she had to learn to write with her 

left hand to give her cramped right hand a 

break

• Includes material from interviews with living 

artists

• 'An admirably succinct portrait of some distinctly 

uncommon lives.‘ Meryle Secrest



9781509850730 

Paperback

October 2020
£9.99

My Life and Rugby
Eddie Jones

The autobiography of England’s Rugby Head Coach 

• In this book, Eddie Jones will tell the story of 

England’s remarkable turnaround from their 

dramatic 2015 exit from the World Cup to their 

current unbeaten run of nine games

• Eddie Jones is the former coach of Australia, South 

Africa and Japan

• To be published just after the 2019 Rugby World 

Cup final 

• Eddie Jones will talk extensively about leadership 

lessons that are equally applicable on and off the 

pitch

• More people are watching rugby union than ever 

before – a combined season audience of 7.88m 

people watched Premiership Rugby clubs live on BT 

Sport



9781529038651

B Format Paperback

October 2020

Perpetual 
Disappointments Diary
Nick Asbury

£9.99

Perpetual Disappointments Diary is a downbeat 

journal for pessimists, cynics and losers 

everywhere. You'll love it

• A renewed and updated edition of this diary 

for 2020 

• Ground yourself with a weekly demotivational

proverb and reminders of Notable Deaths. 

Travel the world with Useful Phrases translated 

into four languages ('A table for one, please', 

'I have destroyed my hire car')

• 'Best. Diary. Ever.' Metro

• 'Cheeringly depressing.' Guardian

• 'Abandon all hope, ye who buy it' New York 

Times

Reissue



9781529045840

Hardback

October 2020

Confucius from the 
Heart
Yu Dan

£7.99

The multi-million copy international bestseller that 

has brought Confucius to a new, contemporary 

readership

• Yu Dan, a professor of media studies at Beijing 

Normal University gave a lecture on her personal 

interpretation of Confucian thought which was 

rapturously received, An edited transcript of the 

lectures sold 10,000 copies on the day it was 

published

• Full of timeless wisdom presented in a hugely 

accessible style to be understood by all, this 

book is the perfect anecdote to the strains and 

stresses of modern life

• For of self-help books like The Secret and 

Chicken Soup for the Soul, and those who enjoy 

authors from Stephen Hawking to Alain de 

Botton

Reissue



9781529045857

Hardback

October 2020

The Prophet

Kihlil Gibran

£8.99

Kahlil Gibran's classic collection of poetic essays 

touching on subjects from love and friendship to 

pain and freedom

• The Prophet is a collection of twenty-six poetic 

essays by the Lebanese artist, philosopher and 

writer Khalil Gibran

• New gift format hardback design 

• Telling the story of the prophet Al-Mustafa and 

his conversations with various acquaintances 

as he returns home after a long absence, the 

book touches on subjects of universal 

concern, including love, friendship, passion, 

pain, religion and freedom

• One of the bestselling books of all time which 

has been translated into over 100 languages 

since publication



November Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781529027075

B format paperback

November 2020
£7.99

The Twelve Dates of Christmas
Jenny Bayliss

The Twelve Dates of Christmas is a magical festive 

romance by debut author Jennifer Bayliss-Jennings

• When Kate is forced by her best friend to join 

dating site The Twelve Dates of Christmas, she’s 

thrown into the seasonal spirit with twelve dates, in 

twelve different locations, with twelve different 

men

• This is a pitch-perfect festive romance with the 

stand-out title and essential hook required in this 

increasingly crowded area of the market

• This was acquired this in a four-publisher auction. 

Rights have sold in Germany, the Netherlands and 

the Czech Republic

If you loved



9781509886340

B Format Paperback

November 2020
£8.99

Can You See Me Now?
Trisha Sakhlecha

in politics there is always someone 

determined to reveal past secrets and now 

a young Indian minister is about see her life 

come crashing down around her

• Perfect for fans of Erin Kelly and Lisa 

Jewell

• The second psychological thriller from 

Trisha Sakhlecha, author of Your Truth or 

Mine?

• ‘A deliciously dark and original debut 

about love, loss and lies, with an ending 

that is impossible to predict.’ Alice 

Feeney, author of Sometimes I Lie on

Your Truth or Mine



9781509862467

B Format Paperback

November 2020
£8.99

The Human
Neal Asher

The high-octane conclusion to Neal Asher's Rise 

of the Jain trilogy 

• A warship is laying waste to the galaxy, 

committing incredible acts of war. So old 

enemies must work together - or face 

annihilation

• For fans of Peter F. Hamilton, Alastair Reynolds 

and Stephen Baxter

• The Warship debuted at no. 2 in the Bookscan

Science Fiction/Fantasy charts

• 'Magnificently awesome. Then Asher turns it up 

to eleven.' Peter F. Hamilton on the first in the 

trilogy, The Soldier



9781529000603

B Format Paperback

November 2020
£8.99

The Dark Archive
Genevieve Cogman

Return to the world of dragons, Fae and Librarian 

spies in this action-packed seventh  installment

of the Invisible Library series

• Librarian-spy Irene finds herself in hot water, as 

a mysterious killer pursues her across an 

alternate Victorian London. All this while an 

old enemy pulls strings from afar

• Collectively, the Invisible Library has sold over 

332k across all formats

• A bookish romp for fans of Doctor Who, Ben 

Aaronovitch and Terry Pratchett

• This is the seventh in this magical series, but 

each adventure is a standalone bookish 

mystery

• 'Irene is a great heroine: fiery, resourceful and 

no one's fool.' Guardian



9781529029680

B Format Paperback

November 2020
£8.99

A Winter Memory
Lulu Taylor

A rich and intriguing gothic novel from Lulu 

Taylor, the bestselling author of A Midwinter 

Promise and The Winter Secret

• From top ten bestselling author Lulu Taylor 

comes a gripping gothic family saga for 

the winter months

• Over 300k of Lulu Taylor’s novels have 

been sold across all formats

• ‘Utterly compelling. A really excellent 

winter’s story.’ Lucy Diamond on A Winter 

Memory



9781529019032 

B Format Paperback

November 2020
£8.99

Lovecraft Country
Matt Ruff

The book behind the HBO Series from J.J. 

Abrams, Misha Green and Jordan Peele

• When his father goes missing, Atticus goes 

on a road trip to find him encountering the 

horrors of life in Jim Crow America and 

malevolent spirits

• Lovecraft Country is being adapted for HBO 

by Get Out writer-director Jordan Peele. The 

pilot will be written by Underground 

executive producer/showrunner/writer 

Misha Green.

• For fans of Station Eleven and The Loney

• ‘A funny, fast, exciting and affecting read’ 

Neal Stephenson, New York Times bestselling 

author of Seveneves and Anathem



9781529043853

B Format Paperback

November 2020
£8.99

9781529043860

B Format Paperback

November 2020
£8.99

Reissue
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9781529043877

B Format Paperback

November 2020
£8.99

Andrea Camilleri



December Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781509842049 

B Format Paperback

December 2020
£8.99

The Other Bennet Sister
Janice Hadlow

For Jane Austen fans, this is Mary Bennet’s story

• Mary is the middle of the five Bennet girls 

and the plainest of them all, so what hope 

does she have? The Other Bennet Sister

shows another side to Mary

• A brilliant homage to Pride and Prejudice 

and a wonderful story in its own right

• Perfect for fans of Longbourn by Jo Baker 

and Eligible by Curtis Sittenfeld

Comp Titles



9781509898411 

B Format Paperback

December 2020

£8.99

The Nightingale
Kristin Hannah

Two sisters. One must be brave. One should be 

afraid

• Bravery, courage, fear and love in a time of 

war

• The film is due for release in 2020 from a 

director of Breaking Bad and Game of 

Thrones

• The New York Times number one bestselling 

title

• ‘A gripping, emotional read.’ SHE

magazine

• Recommended by Reese Witherspoon as 

part of her book club

Reissue





9781529022803 

B Format Paperback

December 2020

£7.99

Confessions of a Forty-
Something F**k Up
Alexandra Potter

Hilarious, poignant, utterly relatable this is a must-

read for anyone whose life isn't working out quite how 

they'd planned

• Pan Macmillan’s lead commercial fiction title for 

2020

• This is Bridget Jones for the 2020s and this time it’s 

about falling in love with your life not the man

• Alex is a bestselling author of romantic comedy 

fiction novels which have sold more than 1m 

copies in 22 territories and making the bestseller 

lists in the UK, US, Germany, Czech Republic, 

Serbia and Slovenia
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January Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781529032420 

B Format Paperback

January 2021

£8.99

If I Can’t Have You
Charlotte Levin

Grief becomes obsession and obsession turns to 

hate in this dark and incredibly well-observed 

debut novel

• A darkly humorous and off-beat thriller which 

tells the story of Constance who develops an 

infatuation for Samuel, the new doctor where 

she works. When he ends their brief yet 

passionate affair, past wounds arise and love 

morphs into obsession, then into hate

• If I Can’t Have You turns the stalker novel trope 

on its head by exploring the deeper side of loss 

and the fragility of mental health

• For fans of You by Caroline Kepnes and My 

Year of Rest and Relaxation

COMP TITLE
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9781509879052 

B Format Paperback

January 2021

£7.99

Amnesty
Aravind Adiga

A riveting, suspenseful and exuberant novel 

from the bestselling, Man Booker Prize-winning 

author of The White Tiger and Selection Day

• A gripping story about a young illegal 

immigrant who must decide whether to 

report crucial information about a murder 

and risk being deported, or say nothing and 

let justice go undone?

• The White Tiger won the Man Booker Prize 

for fiction in 2008

• ‘Blazingly savage and brilliant… Not a single 

detail in this novel rings false or feels 

confected.’ Sunday Telegraph on The 

White Tiger
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9781529040272 

B Format Paperback

January 2021
£9.99

Correspondents
Tim Murphy

A powerful story about the legacy of 

immigration, the present-day world of 

refugeehood and the power individual and 

family 

• For fans of The Kite Runner and The 

Sympathizer 

• Spanning the breadth of the twentieth 

century and into the post-9/11 wars and 

their legacy, Correspondents follows Rita 

from Boston to Iraq

• ‘A thrillingly accomplished novel.’ The 

New York Times on Christadora



9781529017403 

B Format Paperback

January 2021

£8.99

Little Bandaged Days
Kyra Wilder

Dark and gripping, Little Bandaged Days is the story 

of a mother who loves her children so much, it might 

just be driving her mad… 

• A mother moves to Geneva with her husband 

and their two young children. The isolation, the 

sleeplessness, the demands of two people under 

two, are getting to Erika. She has never been so 

alone, and once the children are asleep, there 

are just too many hours to fill until morning, and 

there is something coming to get her . . .

• Perfect for readers of Days of Abandonment 

and Lullaby, this brilliantly tender and sometimes 

terrifying novel is the story of one mother’s 

descent towards madness

• Megan Hunter meets Celeste Ng

If you loved...
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9781509874675 

B Format Paperback

January 2021
£8.99

Cleanness
Garth Greenwell

The new book from the author of What Belongs 

to You, chosen as the 'Debut of the Year' at the 

British Book Awards 2017

• Cleanness is a collection of short stories that 

explores love, desire and loss as well as 

teaching, activism and chosen family

• Sofia, Bulgaria, a landlocked city forgotten 

by much of the world, rustles with impending 

upheaval. In this atmosphere of disquiet, an 

American teacher contemplates the series 

of intimate encounters which have marked 

his time abroad

• 'A rich, important debut, an instant classic to 

be savoured by all lovers of serious 

fiction.' New York Times on What Belongs to 

You
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9781509880843 

B Format Paperback

January 2021
£8.99

Daughters of the Night
Laura Shepherd-Robinson

A gripping novel as Caroline pursues a 

murder case the city officials are refusing to 
investigate . . .

• When Caroline finds a woman murdered 

in an alley, the police act quickly until 

they find out the woman was a woman 

of the night but Caro is determined that 

the murderer should be caught

• ‘A page-turner of a crime thriller . . . This is 

a world conveyed with convincing, 

terrible clarity’ C. J. Sansom on Blood & 

Sugar
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9781529032765 

B Format Paperback

January 2021
£8.99

The Unspoken Name
A. K. Larkwood

The Unspoken Name is an epic fantasy with a 

modern sensibility. When a priestess is 

rescued from a death cult by a sorcerer, she 

becomes his personal assassin – and then his 

nemesis 

• A lead fantasy for Tor UK

• Epic fantasy with a modern sensibility and 

a great hook – what do you owe to 

someone who saves your life and what 

do they owe you?

• The first title in The Unspoken Name 

duology with a third book to be set in the 

same world

• Perfect for fans of Joe Abercrombie and 

Robin Hobb as well as The Poppy War by 

R. F. Kuang
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9781529001341

B Format Paperback

January 2021
£8.99

The Ever After
Amanda Hocking

Friendships will be tested, challenges will be 

overcome, and an earth-shattering secret 

will be revealed in this final instalment of the 

Omte Origins trilogy by Amanda Hocking, 

bestselling author of the Trylle trilogy

• The Ever After is the ultimate fairytale

adventure, and the third book in the final 

trilogy set in the bestselling Trylle world of 

magic, romance and trolls

• It's perfect for YA fans of Sarah J. Maas, 

Susan Dennard and Holly Black

• Amanda Hocking is a multi-million copy 

international bestseller

• The original Trylle trilogy has sold over 381k 

copies across all formats



9781509851935 

B Format Paperback

January 2021
£8.99

Cowboy Graves
Roberto Bolano

From the master author of 2666 and The 

Savage Detectives

• Roberto Bolano was described by the 

New York Times as ‘the most significant 

Latin American literary voice of his 

generation’

• Bolano’s titles have sold over 120k through 

the UK TCM

• ‘One of the greatest and most distinctive 

voices in modern fiction . . . Readers who 

have snacked on a writer such as Haruki 

Murakami will feast on Roberto Bolaño.’ 

Sunday Times



9781529050196 

B Format Paperback

January 2021
£8.99

9781529050189 

B Format Paperback

January 2021
£8.99

Reissue

9781529050202 

B Format Paperback

January 2021
£8.99

Ann Cleeves

9781529050219 

B Format Paperback

January 2021
£8.99

White Nights Raven Black Red Bones Blue Lightning



9781529043907 

B Format Paperback

January 2021
£8.99

9781529043891 

B Format Paperback

January 2021
£8.99

Reissue

9781529043884 

B Format Paperback

January 2021
£8.99

Andrea Camilleri

The Dance of the Seagull The Age of Doubt The Potter’s Field



January Non-Fiction

Pan Macmillan



9781509893089 

B Format Paperback

January 2021
£9.99

The How Not to Diet 
Cookbook
Michael Greger, MD

From the author of How Not to Die, comes this 

full-colour, fully illustrated cookbook that shares 

the science of long-term weight-loss success

• How Not to Die was a New York Times 

bestseller

• How Not to Diet Cookbook contains low fat, 

high-carb plant-based recipes backed by 

expert research

• Michael Greger’s books have sold almost 

200k internationally

• Michael Greger has 760k fans on Facebook 

and 722k fans on Instagram



9781509864768

B Format Paperback

January 2021
£9.99

Good Habits, Bad Habits
Wendy Wood

A profoundly insightful and helpful book on the 

power of habit and how to change your 

behaviour for a lifetime

• What if you could harness the extraordinary 

power of your unconscious mind, which 

already determines so much of what you do, 

to achieve your goals?

• Did you know 43% of our behaviour in any 

given day is performed habitually?

• Professor Wendy Wood is the world's foremost 

expert on habits.

• ‘Wendy Wood is the world’s foremost expert 

in the field, and this book is essential.’ Angela 

Duckworth, bestselling author of Grit


